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In this report the results are represented of a research on soils 
in the Kisii District in Kenya. 
The writer of this report participated in the Training Project in 
Pedology in Kisii in order to do practical work during his study 
in tropical soil science on the Agricultural University of the 
Netherlands in Uageningen. 
After finishing a soil survey in the Flagombo market area,Worth 
East of Kisii town,a research on a special subject— the differences 
in soil profile development as a result of a local spring - was 
carried out in the same area. 
The fieldwork was carried out in the months february and march 
1975,during which soil samples were taken which have been studied 
on the Agricultural University of Wageningen in 1975 and 1976. 
The fieldwork was supervised by ir U.G.Uielemaker and ing H.UJ.Boxem, 
and the study in Uageningen by professor D.Bennema;all of them are 
staff members of the Agricultural University, 
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Introduction 
In the Clagombo market area - the area in which a detailed soil 
survey had been carried out — springs were commonly seen. 
Since the rainfall was rather high (an average of about 1800 mm 
a year),the infiltration speed of the soils about 14 m/24 h ,and 
the underlying hardrock quite impermeable,it was expected that the 
water was moving laterally over the rock through the under part of 
the soil profile in the direction of the springs,causing a subsur-
face water erosion. 
The water,carrying ions and possibly soil particles,should have an 
impact on the soils around the springs» 
Apart from the possible influence on the soils,it was/easily seen 
i 
that the springs had a strong impact on the landscape.They were 
cutting backwards the valleys or,when they occurred in the transition 
zone hill—valleybottom, l.hey were the cause of steep linear slopes. 
Initially,a kind of round pits of 10- 20 m diameter and 1 to 5 m 
deep,frequently occurring in clusters on the hill slopes,were 
taken for old spring locations,but later on they seemed to be 
originating from human beings livung there long before the Kisii 
people came. 
The springs are very important for the people living in the area 
because most of the springs provide water of excellent quality 
for drinking and cooking and thus keep the area clear of diseases 
like for instance cholera. 
In this study the research on the soils is stressed,but also some 




I am grateful indepted to the project managers ir U.G.Uielemaker 
and ing H.U.Boxem for their help,suggestions and discussions during 
the fieldwork in Kenya. 
Ivlany thanks are also going to professor 3. Bennema ,who attended 
the research,dr L.wander Plas,dr ir B.Slager and "ing T.Jongmans 
for all their discussions»especially at the thin sections. 
The research wouldn't be possible without the help and the ana-
lyses of the laborants of the department of Soil Science and 
Geology of the Agricultural University of Wageningen and,last but 
not least,without the help of my companions in the field : 
Charles Faniaco,Charles 0ngera,3oni Atambo and Nelson Orandi,in 
digging the two soil profile pits of 7.50 m depth. 
1. I'iethods and Material 
First of all a number of springs and their valleys and a number of 
a kind of "round pits" were selected from aerial photographs and 
subjected to investigations including geomorphology,soils and 
occurrance of rock. 
Than one spring was selected and' the soils around it checked by 
augerhole observations ; one augering has been carried out by motor 
auger until a depth of 11.GO m. 
Two profile pits were dug to about 7.50 m depth : one on the 
watershed near the top of the hill (profile 3S) and one about 150 m 
downwards just above the spot where the water flew out of the 
rock (profile 15). 
Detailed soil profile descriptions were made and the following 
samples were taken : 
a.mixed samples from every horizon for chemical analyses, 
b.undisturbed samples for thin sections from some important horizons, 
c.unditurbed ring samples from every 10 cm,starting from the sur-
face to a depth of à m (profile IS) and 3 m (profile 3 S),for 
organic carbon and bulk density research, 
d.undisturbed ring samples'for pF research. 
e.water samples from profile IS,taken from groundwater which flew 
into the pit,from the spring near profile IS and from some springs 
in the neighbourhoud. 
f.some samples,disturbed and undisturbed and for thin sections,have 
been taken from the place where the water was flowing out of the 
rock.These samples have been indicated by the word "spring". 
The ring samples for pF research and for organic carbon and bulk 
density research have been analyzed in the laboratory of the 
Training Project in Pedology in Kisii,Kenya. 
The organic carbon content has been determined according the method 
of iiJalkley and Black. 
The other samples were send to Holland for further analyses. 
That analyses included : 
grain size distribution (texture) 'h' 
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mineraloqy of clay fraction,by x-ray diffraction method. 
pH : pH-H 0 , pH-KCl , pH-CaCl . 
pF : soil moisture tension - soil moisture content 
free iron and aluminiuml method : Schwertmann 1964 and Duchaufour 
amorphous iron J et Souchier 1966 
c .tion exchange capacity(CEC) 1 
. . , , f NH.-acetate pH 7 method 
exchangeable bases J 4 
oxiaes'(l2) by x-ray fluorescention method (XRFS) except : 
sodium : emission spectometrically (ES) 
magnesium : atomic adsorption (AAS) 
ferro-ferri : by HF method 
thin section research 
The analyses of the water samples included : 
amounts of cations (Ca.MgjKfNa) 
amount of SiO 
PH 
The percentages of the oxides were used in norm calculations. 
A goethite norm of the clay fraction and a epinorm of the non-clay 
fraction were calculated by computer programme and a katanorm 
calculation of the non—clay fraction was carried out by hand. 
Finally the soils éwre classified according Soil Taxonomy (1975). 
LOCATION OF THE AREA 
f i g u r e 1 
£Ëö detailed soil survey : Magombo markst area 
! _j reconnaissance soil survey 
...j map sheet 130 
scale : 1 :1.000.000 
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2. The Environment 
2.1. Location of the Area 
The research has been done within the Magombo market area in the 
Kisii district in Kenya,where previous to the research a detailed 
soil survey had been carried out. 
ses location map on previous page 
The two profile pits were situated about 2 km East of Magombo 
market,300 m North from the point where the road from Flagombo market 
to Kenyenya passes the bridge near Kenyerere School,on the left side 
of the stream, (see also point 3.1.) 
Topographical map (1962),scale 1 : 50 000 ,sheet 130/2 Kisii , 
714.7 E , 9926.3 N . 
The altitude varies from about 1800 m in the valleys to about 
1900 m on the hilltops. 
The altitudes of profile pit IS and 35 are 1865 and 1880 m above 
sealevel respectively. 
2.2. Geology 
The parent material in the area includes mainly — according to the 
geological map — andesite rock of the Bukoban system of late 
Precambrium age.However,it is quite possible that over the Bukoban 
system younger materials - mainly volcanic ash — have been deposited, 
The rocktype has also been a subject of this research.Thin sections 
from the two profile .pits and from a piece of rock showed that 
the parent material was arcose sandstone or indurated tuff,indu-
rated tuff being the most likely. 
It is not yet clear whether all the parent material in the area 
is indurated tuff or partly andesite. 
In the rock a layering can be recognized with a dip of 10-12 % 
to the East-South East. 
Locally conglomerate rock is found. 
2.3. Geornorphology 
The rock in the area is dipping 10-12 % to the East -South East 
and the consequence is that the mainstreams are running from the 
North East to the South West (.roughly). 
Another result of the dip of the rock is the tendency of the streams 
to a slightly movement eastwards in the valleys,leaving steep 
slopes (15-30 %) on the valleysides facing West and sloping to 
moderately steep slopes (5-15 %) on the valleysides facing East. 
Another explanation for the mentioned differences in slope can 
be found in the way of deposition of the volcanic ash coming from 
the East. 
Two types of springs can be distinguished : 
a. springs in the transition zone hill-valleybottom.They are the 
cause of steep linear slopes on the valleyside,and have the tendency 
to widen the valleybottom.Locally landslides have been found, 
probably caused by this type of spring. 
b. springs on the hill slopes.Water flowing out of this type of 
spring will gradually remove material and erode backwards and/or 
headwards into the hill side.This process,known as spring sapping, 
can produce quite large valley heads and is in some places even 
branching the valleys. 
a number of springs and their valleys have been drawn : 
figure 2 
type a. in the transition zone hill-valley bobtom 
cross sections : 
or 
A 
_o = spring 
— stream 
valley forms produced by springs of type a. 
figure 3 
' val'«y botto»* 
aerial view 
Î linear slope 
consex .slope 
concave slope 
cross section A—B 
landslide aerial view 
aerial view 
spring type b. on the hili slopes : 
b.l. occurring on the lower convex hills as well in the higher 
steeply dissected area, 
figure 4 
spring 
cross section A—B 
aerial view 
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K u m u e , phoL^ft 
aerial view cross section A-B 
b.3. occurring in steeply dissected area (slopes 20—40 %) 
figure 6 
aerial views 
cross section A—B 
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A point of discussion is the appearance of big rounded pits on the 
hill slopes.Usually they haue a diameter of 5-15 m and a depth 
of l-5)';m.They occur separate or in clusters. 
The shape of the "pits" is showed in the next cross sections : 
shape of shallower pits shape of deeper pits 
figure 7 
The origin of these pits is not clear;initially they were taken 
for old spring locations,probably of iron age. 
In a pyrethrum field,just a few meters from such a pit,East of 
Magombo market,iron slacks,pot sherds and pieces of a grinding 
stone have been found by the writer.Probably this was formerly 
a smelting site. 
photograph : banana plants and maize standing in a "pit" near 
Myambaria School. 
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The possibility of landslides is not ruled out for a number of 
these pits.but especially for the deeper pits this is not likely. 
Dy dr Sombroek (oral consultation) they were thought to be caused 
by suDsidfjnces of underlying rock,but in my opinion are those 
subsidences not likely in view of the type of rock. 
People living around the pits don't know exactly how the pits 
came there.Some of them said that formerly elephants -came to drink 
there,and others said that these pits were cattle boma's (a kind 
of corral where they kept the cattle at night) where some soil 
was moved out while removing the manure. 
the latter explanation seems to me quite fair. 
In Kisii history nothing is known about the pits. 
Archaeological research in the area has been done by Dohn R.F.Bower, 
He found numerous sites with archaeological remains,and mentions 
a concentration of sites near Nyambaria School — the place where 
writer found a concentration of pits and numerous pot sherds — 
but doesn't speak about the pits. 
Anyway,it seams the most likely that the pits originate from 
human activity. 
2.4. Hydrology 
The area in which the research has been done is a part of the 
catchment area of the Gucha river. 
Although in the dry season the precipitation is very low,the main 
streams in the wider valleys are never dry. 
Important are the "dams" of mostly conglomerate rock at the end 
of the flat bottomed,wet valleys.On these places the valleys are 
narrowing,and the streams running through have rapids,sometimes 
over a length of 50-500 m with a height difference ofi 10-30 m. 
In the lower part of the flat valley bottoms samps are found. 
Two types of groundwater table occur and coherent with them two 
types of springs : 
a. The main groundwater table of the valley bottoms.Connected 
with this water table are the springs in the transition zone/ 
hill-valley bottom. 
b. The perched groundwater table above the rock in the hills. 
Connected with this water table are the springs on the hill 
slopes. 
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All over the area man can find springs;a number of them will be 
dry at the end of the dry season. 
The drainage direction of the minor streams is from North West 
to South East,of the bigger streams from North East to South Uest. 
The infiltration in the soil is very rapid;near the profiles IS 
and 3S an infiltration speedhas been measured of 12-14 m/24 hrs. 
2.5. Climate 
There is no meteorological station siruated in the surveyed area. 
Figures of rainfall,évapotranspiration and temperature are esti-
mated from figures of neighbouring stations. 
These stations are : 
Nyanturubo , registration number : 90 34 031,altitude : 1680 m 
nurumba , „ „ : 90 34 032, „ : 1890 m 
altitude profile pits :1865 and 1880 m 
f'lean minimum temperatures are about 10 C and maximum temperatures 
o 
can reach 29 C in Magombo. 
The yearly rainfall amounts three out of four years more than 
1600 mm (statist, v .f-laurik ) .-
The diagrams on page 15 show the rainfall and évapotranspiration 
figures of Nyanturubo (South UJes.t of rtagombo) and Rurumba (North 
West of f'lagombo). 
We can notice that there is : 
- a dry spell during december,January and february 
- a rainy season during march,april,may and June 
- a drier month July 
-a second rainy season during august,september and October 
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mm 
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= monthly rainfall in mm 
= EI : the mean consumptiue water use of a cron ,->t 
po 
the end of the vegetative period with o v i.'.^l 
water availability. 
( e.g. a fully closed tea crop) 
estimate of the available stored water for a rrn 
in full production throughout the year,e.g. t?n. 
po 
0.82 x the evaporation of an open water surface. 
riip storage capacity is calculated for a soil with a rontaMe 
depth of 1 m and a moisture content of 20 % between Pf 2 and ! I 
A more detailed study about the climate of the area can be found 
in preliminary report no 8 : D.van riaurik (1974) The landquality 
water availability for some soils in the Kisii and South Nyanza 
Districts in Kenya. 
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2.6. Vegetation and Landuse 
uenetation 
The area is belonging to the Western moist forest zone (UM , 
1 : 250 000 Climate and Vegetation flap of South West Kenya) 
The original vegetaion has beun a moist montane forest ;e\/enthough 
the settlement of the area is quite recent there are not even 
secondary forests present,but remniscant elements of these forests 
can be found,mostly on very steep slopes. 
On the steeper hills small forest plantations of Cupressus sp. 
and Eucalyptus sp. can be found,the latter on the valley bottoms 
also. 
On the wet valley bottoms swamps occur with typical swamp shrubs 
as Sesbania keniensis and Gomphocarpus semilunatus. 
landuse 
Nearly all the land has been taken into cultivation ; looking at the 
landscape man can distinguish a pattern of narrow strips from the 
va]ley bottoms to the hilltops,separated and divided into small plots 
by hedn.es, commonly of P'iauritius thorn. 
The population density accounts about 450 persons/km . 
The type of farming is smallholder-farming with farmsizes varying 
from 1 to 10 ha,and the following crops are the most important : 
maize,grass (grazing),tea and pyrethrum. 
Uther crops are : 
vege tables,passion fruits,fingermillet,Irish patatoes,sweet pata-
toes,pineapples,bananas,sugar cane(for chewing),beans,fruit trees 
(avocado,orange). 
The wood of the small forest plantations of Cypress and Eucalyptus 
is used for timber and charcaol. 
The tough,thin,low feeding—value grass from the shallow soils 
(Loudetia kagerensis) and from the valley bottoms (Imperata cylindrica) 
is used for thatching. 
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3. SOILS 
3.1. Situation of the profile pits 'and short description of the 
soil profiles. 
The two profile pits were situated about 2 km East of Magombo 
market : 
figure 8 
^_ = stream 
Q__ = spring 
VKenyenya 
= valley bottom 
Soil profile 3S is on the watershed near the top of the hill,and 
profile IS is about 150 m downwards just above the spot where 
the water flows out of the rock, 
cross section A—B : 
photograph on front page : spring and site of profile pit IS. 
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Short description of the soil profiles. 
Profile 15 
A v/ery deep,dark reddish brown,very fine clayey soil with a good 
structure and a high biological activ/ity. 
A 8 . horizon is present. 
One of its main characteristics is the great thickness of the 
A-horizon. 
This soil occurs on the bottom of smaller valleys running down 
larger slopes. 
Profile 3S 
A very deep,dark reddish brown to yellowish red,very fine clayey 
soil with a good structure and a high biological activity. 
A B horizon is present.The thickness of the A horizon is not so 
great as in profile IS. 
This is the far most important soil in the area : it covers 67 % 
of the surface on the detailed soil map of the Magombo market area. 
Spring 
Some samples have been indicated by the word "spring".These samples 
have been taken from the surface of the spot where the water was 

















































3.2. Results and Discussion 
3.2.1. Texture 
Profile IS has a clay content {%<.2p) of 50 % of the fine earth 
fraction in the A horizon,and 60-70 % in the B horizon.Beginning 
from the top of the B horizon the clay content is gradually 
decreasing downwards (from 50 to 29 %). 
The clay content in the B is low (29 %) because in this layer 
2 » J-
iron concretions are present in the sand fraction. 
The requirements for an argillic horizon are present : 
The argillic horizon contains about 20 % more clay than the A horizon 
(must be at least 8 % more),and it has oriented clay in 1 % or more 
of the cross section.(see thin section research) 
At the surface of the spot where the water is flowing out of the 
rock,the clay has been washed out.This sample has a clay content 
of only 10 % and should haue about 40 % clay,which is the content 
of the corresponding layer in profile IS. 
Profile 35 
The percentage of clay in the A., is 62 $,in the B 73 % and a 
decrease downwards was not yet obvious on the bottom of the profile 
pit : still 70 % on 740 cm depth. 
The B meets some requirements for an argillic horianon : it has 
oriented clay in 1 percent or more of the cross section (see thin 
section research).However it is not clear whether the B horizon 
meets the requirements for clay content of an argillic horizon 
or not,because the percentage of fine clay has not been determined. 
If the total clay content exceeds 60 % in the eluvial horizon,the 
argillic horizon must have at least 8 % more fine.clay. 
On account of the oriented clay in future the B will be considered 
as an argillic horizon. 
The graph on previous page shows the grain size distributions 
of two horizons of profile IS and two corresponding horizons of; 
profile 3S. ' 
It can easily be seen that the plotted grain size distribution 
-20 
of all horizons are quite similar. 
for graph : clay content - depth ,see point.3.2.7. 
for detailed results of texture analysis,see appendix. 
photograph : uieu» from the bottom of profile pit IS 
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3.2.2. Mineralogy of the clay fraction 
(••'iineralogical research has been done on the clay fraction of a 
number of samples by means of the x-ray diffraction method. 
preparation of the samples 
+ + The cations on the clay were exchanged by Pig ions.After x—ray 
diffraction records some samples were treated with glycerol,and 
some with K ions and heatened till 600 C. 
Profile IS 
The 7 8 clay mineral kaolinite is present all ouer the profile, 
and it is dominant from the surface to a depth of 650 cm. 
On 500-650 cm depth some montmorillonite clay is present,and the 
amount of it is increasing downwards to be dominating from a' depth 
of 750 cm. 
There is a little bit of illite (10 A) and possibly some chlorite. 
Concerning the non-clay minerals : all samples contain a small 
amount of quartz and feldspars and goethite is also present. 
Profile 35 
Kaolinite is dominant in all samples. 
Small amounts of quartz and feldspars occur. 
Summary of the results : 
In the samples from profile 3S the clay mineral kaolinite is 
dominant,while in profile IS a transition kaolinite—montmorillo-
nite occurs. 
for more detailed report : see appendix. 
3.2.3. pH 
The pH-H 0 , pH-KCl and the pH-CaCl of all samples hav/e been 
determined. 
The graphs on page 22 show the results.
 ; <• 
From 0 to about 600 cm depth the pH of profile IS is higher thah 





graph 4 ; profile IS graph 5 : profile 3S 
Remarkable is the quick decrease in pH-H 0 in profile IS on 210-
215 cm depth;on this depth a discontinuous iron pan is present. 
Another point of interest is ApH (pH-H 0 - pH-KCl). 
In profile IS &pH is relatively small between 2 m,the under boundary 
of the A horizon,and 6 m depth from where montmorillonite clay 
is going to dominate.In profile 35 where a transition kaolinite-
montmorillonite doesn't occur,£pH is nearly constant untill 5 m 
depth from where it is increasing. 
see appendix for analysis results. 
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3.2.4. Organic Carbon and Bulk Density 
from each profile ring samples were taken every 10 cm up to a 
depth of 410 cm for profile IS and to 300 cm for profile 35. 
The bulk density (kg/l) and the organic carbon content of each 
sample have been determined;the organic carbon according the method 
of Walkley and Black. 
The results are shown in the next two graphs. 
Graph $»depth (m) - organic carbon (vol %)fon logarithmic scale. 
%J>4. 
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Craph 7.depth (cm) - organic carbon content (vol.#) 
depth (cm) - bulk density (kg/l) 




The two graphs on page 23 and 24 show the quite similar organic 
carbon profile of the two soils.From 0 to 60 cm profile 3S has 
more organic C than lS;below 60 cm profile IS is higher in carbon 
content. 
The bulk density of profile IS tends to decrease towards the sur-
face,while the b.d. of profile 35 doesn't show such a trend. 
Both profiles show a significant decrease in organic carbon content 
in a layer just below the surface(profile IS : 20-40 cm depth; 
profile 3S : 10-30 cm depth),accompanied by a decrease in bulk 
density while one should expect an increase in bulk density.This 
layer wasn't visible in the field. 
Below the layer mentioned above the org.C content is higher,in 
profile IS even higher than at the surface.In the graph depth-
organic carbon on logarithmic scale(page 23) it can be seen that 
roughly between 20 and 100 cm depth there is more organic carbon 
than one should expect from the slope gradient of the straight 
lines just above and just beneath these depths.This could be an 
indication of a sombric horizon,but the layer doesn't fit the 
requirements for soil colour of the sombric horizon (lower value 
or chroma or both than the overlying horizon).However,also the 
possibility of a buried A horizon should be kept in mind.because 
the appearance of ash rains in the past is not ruled out. 
Because of the irregularity of the organic carbon content the soils 
have to be classified on subgroup level as "cumulic" instead of 
"pachic". 
The A horizons of both profiles meet the requirements for a 
rnollic epipedon.However profile 3S is not a Mollisol because in 
some part of the argillic horizon the base saturation is less 
than 50 %. 
for analysis results,see appendix. 
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3.2.5. pF 
In graph 8,9-and 10 the negative logarithm of the soil moisture 
tension (pF)has been plotted against the soil moisture content 
for various depths of the two profiles. 
The moisture content at the permanent wilting point (pF 4.2) is 
still 20-35 %,consequently about one third of the soil moisture 
is not available for plant growth. 
At the point of saturation (pF 0) the water content will be rather 
high : 50-60 %. 
In profile IS a relatively large amount of the water is held at 
about pF 3 and,except for the epipedon,only 5-10 % of the soil 
moisture is held in between pF 0 and pF 3.However,the big leap in 
soil moisture content at pF 3 could be caused by an analytical 
error due to different determination methods of pF 2.8 and pF 3. 
The moisture content at field capacity (pF 2) in profile IS is 
45-55 % for the upper horizons and 52-60 % for the lower horizons. 
Profile 3S shows a more gradually release of the soil moisture. 
The moisture content at field capacity in profile 3S is 45-52 %» 
Graph 8. rProfile IS pF — soil moisture content 
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3.2.6. Free Iron and Aluminium and Amorphous Iron 
On a number of samples the content on free iron and aluminium 
and on amorphous iron has been determined,using a Tamm solution 
according the method of Duchaufour et Souchier (1966) and Schwert-
mann (1964) . 
In the next graph all the results haue been plotted against the 
depth below the surface. 








Both profiles show a decrease of amorphous iron with increasing 
depth.The free iron content of profile IS is rapidly increasing 
in the zone of "rotten rock" on 650-730 cm depth;below this zone 
it is decreasing gradually. 
In profile 35 the free iron content is first Increasing untill \ " 
200 cm,than decreasing untill 350 cm depth and than increasing' 
again downwards. 
-29-
The conduct of free aluminium is quite opposite in the two profiles. 
r-)oth contents increase untill 350 cm depth but downwards the con-
tent in profile IS is strongly decreasing(from 13 to 5 %) while 
the content in profile 3S is still gradually increasing. 
Norm calculations mostly indicated more than 15 % free iron (hema-
tite + goethite),and chemical analysis maximal 6 %,consequently 
one of the two methods must be wrong.It is not ruled out that in the 
chemical analysis too little free iron has been determined. 
3.2.7. CEC and Exchangeable Bases. 
The CEC and exchangeable bases haue been determined by means of 
the NH -acetate-pH 7 method. 
In the next diagrams the values for the CEC and the exchangeable 
bases have been plotted. 
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The figures of CEC don't differ very much between the two profiles, 
but the figures of exchangeable bases do. 
In profile IS the amounts of exchangeable Ca,Mg and K of most 
horizons are higher than those of profile 3S,consequently the base 
saturation of profile IS is higher than that of 3S (see table 1 ) . 
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table 1 : base saturation (%). 
p rofile IS profile 3S 
depth horizon base sat.(^) depth horizon base sat 
.(%) 
0- 70 
" i . i 
70.3 0-5 0 









63.9 79-270 B2,l 25.7 
250-450 e2.3. 
47.6 270-345 B2.2 20.7 






The base saturation is very important for the classification of 
the soils. 
Because profile IS has an argillic horizon and the base saturation 
is more than 35 %,this soil belongs to the order of the Alfisols. 
Profile 3S has also an argillic horizon but because the base satu-
ration is less than 35 % within 180 cm below the surface of the 
soil (or within 125 cm below the upper boundary of the argillic 
horizon,whichever is least),it belongs to the order of the Ultisols, 
-3 
Graph 12 : Percentages of clay and base saturation and CEC as 
function of depth.Profile IS 












?o clay and % base saturation 
= clay 
= base saturation 
= CEC 
Graph of profile 3S on next page. 
For clay percentages see also point 3,2,1, texture, 
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Graph 13 : Percentages of clay and base saturation and CEC as a 
function of depth.Profile 3S 
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The pattern of the base saturation as a function of depth óf 
profile 3S (graph 13) is typical for an Ultisol.The decrease in 
base saturation with depth untill about 350 cm reflects cycling 
of bases by plants or additions in fertilizers. 
The high base ' saturation in trie upper horizons of both profiles 
can also be explained by deposition of volcanic ash by ash rains 
in the past.An early product in the weathering of volcanic ash is 
allophane which has a high exchange capacity in a system buffered 
at pH 7. 
Both soils have a mollic epipedon,but profile 3S cannot be clas-
sified as a Mollisol because the base saturation in the argillic 
horizon is less than 50 % within 180 cm depth(or within 125 cm 
below the upper boundary of the argillic horizon,whichever is least) 
-33 
3.2.8. Oxides and Norm Calculation 
On a number of samples the percentages of twelve oxides haue been 
determined (see appendix). 
The percentages of the oxides have been used in norm calculations. 
The goethite norm calculation of the clay fraction and the epi— 
norm calculation of the non-clay fraction were carried out by the 
computer;tha kata norm calculations of the non—clay fraction were 
carried out by hand. 
Graph 14,15,16 and 17 show the profiles of the most important 
norm-minerals of each soil. 
Graph 14 : Profile 15,most important goethite norm minerals of 
clay fraction. 
wt % of clay fraction 
> 
It y to \o \° . . 5b o^ 
For explanation of the symbols used,see page 35. 
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Graph 15 : Profile IS,most important epi-norm minerals of non-clay 
f raction. 
ut % of non-clay fraction 
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Graph 16 : Profile 3S,most important goethite norm minerals 
clay fraction. 
o f 
lift % o f c l a y f r a c t i o n 
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Graph 17 : Profile 3S,most important epi-norm minerals of 
non-clay fraction. 





8 Ae iws 
Explanation of the symbols : 
AB = Albite MN 
Aug = Augite fis 
C = Corundum Ms—ill 
CP = Ca-Phosphate • Or 
F = F'eldspars( AB + Or) Q 
Goet =Goethite Ru 
Hm = Hematite Str 








In the epi-norm as in the goethite norm an excess of water of 
2-6 % occurs. 
Since the soils were influenced by uolcanic ash(see thin section 
research) a kata-norm calculation was carried out. 
The diagrams in figure 12 and 13 show the percentages of kata-norm 
and goethite norm minerals for a number of samples» 
The kata-norm would give a probable mineral composition of voljcanic 
i' 
ash. 
From the kata-norm can be concluded : 
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Without soil forming processes the ash would probably have a 
composition of : 30-40 % feldspars (F);30-40 % quartz;0.5-4 % Augite. 
There is a shortage of Calcium for the formation of Augite. 
An excess of aluminium (C = Al 0 ) occurs. 
Comparison of the katanorm with the goethite norm gives : 
SiO has been build in in clay minerals. 
All the available iron" from Augite has been transformed into 
goethite. 
The Feldspar content decreases to just a few percentages as the 
result of building in of Potassium in illite. 
In the katanorm an excess of Carborundum (A1„0 ) occursjin the 
goethite norm this has been partly bound,together with quartz,into 
Kaolinite. 
Amorphous Allophane can occur,especially in the under part of the 
soil profiles,by addition of volcanic ash.The norm analyses don't 
indicate such an occurrance. 
With x-ray diffraction analysis amorphous Allophane cannot be 
proved,however in the thin section research some amorphous material 
has been reported. 
figure 12 : Profile lS.diagrams comparing the percentages of 
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Profile 35 ,diagrams comparing the percentages of 
katanorm minerals with percentages of goethite norm 
minerals. 
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3.2,9. THIN SECTION RESEARCH 
thin sections nr. : 75/284 - 291 Kisli,Ken ya 
contents : 
3.2.9.1. Summary 
3.2.9.2. Description of thin sections of profile IS 
3.2.9.3. Description of thin sections of profile 3S 
3.2.9.4. Description of thin sections of rock sample 










P r o f i l E 1 5 
The plasma of soil material consists of clayminerals and iron. 
Trains of chert,quartz,quartzite and feldspars occur in the soil 
materia1 ; they are possibly deposited by ash rains. 
The rotten rock has the structure of sandstone;accorriing to van der 
Plas the most likely parent material of this profile:- is a com— 
primated and indurated tuff layer. 
The biological activity is still high on 390 cm depth(thin section 
75/284)but is then gradually decreasing with the depth;on 700 cm 
there is only a few biological activity. 
On 700 cm depth the groundmass consists of two components: a. soil 
material b. pieces of rotten rock ; the number of pieces of rotten 
rock is increasing front that depth and the rotten rock is going to 
dominate on 760 cm from the surface. 
Three types of clay cutans occur in this profile: 
a. clay—iron cutans caused by illuviation,mainly in soil material. 
b. clay cutans caused by weathering,mainly in pieces of rotten rock. 
c. Very thick "waxy" cutans occur on 700 and 760 cm depth(thin section 
75/285,286 and 287)probably originating from dissolved volcanic ash. 
If the cutan types a. and b. occur together, a. is always covering b. 
Throughout the profile cutans of iron and manganese occur and for-
mation of these hydromorphic features seems to be the last process. 
Thin section 75/287,sampled from the surface of a spring cutting 
is essentially the s.-me as 75/286 (profile lS),but the clay has 
been washed out. 
The shape of the iron and manganese nodules is an indication for 
displacement,possibly as the result of biological activity,of soil 
material. 
Profile 3S 
The plasma consists of clayminerals and iron;the grains have the 
same mineralogical composition as in profile IS. ; 
i , ' 
There is no rotten rock found in the under part of the profile 
like in profile IS,so it is not obvious what the parent material 
is but it is very likely that the parent material is the same as 
in profile IS :indurated tuff. 
-41 
The biological activity is high;plant roots are found on 400 cm dept 
Unly clay-iron cutans are found in the profile;in 289 "waxy"diffuse 
cutans were found,they are not so thick like in profile 15 but 
probably they have the same origin:from dissolved volcanic ash. 
Cutans of iron and manganese occur and their formation seems to be 
the last process here also. 
The shape of nodules of iron and manganese indicates displacement 




















DESCRIPTION.OF THE THIN SECTIONS 
A Groundmass 
284 :soil material 
285 :soil material and pieces of rotten rock. 
206 :rotten rock showing rock structure with heavy weathering. 
287 :idem as 286. 
Skeleton grains: 
size :284 30-800 micron 
285 30-1000 " 
286 30-100 " 
287 30-200 " 
mineralogical composition : 
many feldspars ; chert fragments; 
quartz . 
Angular,low spherecity,in a random distribution pattern,286 locally 
in a banded distribution pattern,most of them weathered,some of them 
covered with iron oxides.Thin section 285 has only a few skeleton grains, 
287 is very rich on silt^sized grains. 
Plasma : 
284 :The plasma consists for the greater part of pedorelicts in 
different stages of soil forming (see pedorelicts),and is 
porfyroskelic basic fabric»asepic-undulic. 
mineralogical composition :clay minerals and iron. 
285 :The groundmass has two components: a. soil material b. pieces 
of rotten rock. 
plasma soil material:asepic,clay minerals and iron, 
rock :papulic fabric.clay minerals. 
286 :asepic and papulic,clay minerals. 
287 :papulic , clay minerals. '/ 
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Plasma Reorientations 
204 : weak ; gleesepic,skelsepic,channel vosepic and masepic. 
205 : planar vosepic,skelsepic. 
286 : skelsepic,masepic,glaesepic,planar and channel vosepic. 
287 : locally a little bit channel v/osepic. 
Voids 
284 and 285 
286 
287 
compound packing voids, channels , vughs, interconnected 
vughs,skew planes,craze planes. 
channels , vughs, interconnected vughs,skew planes, 
craze planes. 
idem as 286 except for the interconnected v/ughs. 
B. Special Features 
(Ferri-)argillans;papules;quasicutans. 
284 rDistinct»moderately strong continuous orientated,channel and 
plane ferri-argillans,10—50 micron thick,sharp outer boundary 
and deriv/ed papules and identical quasicutans. 
Some ferri—argillans have a much higher iron content and 
consequently a much lower birefringens. 
205 ;Distinct,strong continuous orientated ferri—argillans and 
argillans , 10—400 micron thick,in channels and planes.The argil—.-
lans mostly don't show any sign of layering. 
In rotten rock : normal void argillans and ferri-argillans. 
The illuviation of red ferri—argillans seems to be the last 
process,because if they occur together they cover the white 
argillans. 
Papules from argillans,10—300 micron diameter,most frequently 
occurring in patches with silt rich material. 
286 : Distinct,strong continuous orientated ferri-argillans and 
argillans,10-500 micron thick , ferri-argillans locally up to 
5000 micron thick;the argillans occur in a flecked orientation 
pattern. 
Papules,10-200 micron thick,derived from the (ferri-)argillans, 
are most frequently occurring in bands of silt-rich material. 
287 :Distinct,strong continuous orientated,ferri—argillans and 
argillans, 10-200 micron thick ; argillans often cover ferp'i-
argillans. 
-44-
Üther I lluv/iations : 
285,286 and 287 : Very thick,50-5000 micron, "uaxy"cutans .probably 
proceeded from dissolved v/olcanic ash. 
I'l a t r a n s 
284 rFlatrans in channels and planes;they COUBT f erri—argillans, 
and sometimes the ferri—argillans cover the matrans. 
286 and 287 : A few matrans in channels. 
Pedotubules 
284 : Distinct ortho-matric aggrotubules,1-5 mm diameter. 
285 : Distinct ortho-matric isotubules. 
Hydromorphic Features 
Quasi— and/or neoferrans/mangans 
284,285 and 286 : Distinct channel and plane neoferrans/mangans in 
a clustered distribution pattern and locally 
covering the ferri-argillans,thickness : 284 : 10—50 micron;285 and 
286 : 10-200 micronjthey have a sharp outer boundary. 
287; idem,but with diffuse outer boundary and 10-100 micron thick. 
285 
Sharp Modules 
284 : Sharp rounded ferric/manganiferous nodules,30-3000 micron dia 
meter,with high spherecity. 
Sharp•rounded,subrounded and angular ferric/manganiferous 
nodules,30-1500 micron diameter,with high sphericity .They 
occur most frequently in patches which are rich on papules 
and silt sized materials. 
idem as 284 but with 1—5 mm diameter,and : 
sharp angular ferric/manganiferous nodules,30—200 micron 
diameter,with high sphericity. 






284 : Diffuse ferric/manganiferous nodules 10—100 micron diambter 
with high sphericity. 
-45-
2H5 : idem but with diameter 30-1000 micron,and in a clustered 
distribution pattern. 
286 : idem as 284 but diameter 30-400 micron. 
287 : „ „ „ „ „ . 30-300 
Iron rich patches 
285 and 286 : Iron rich patches along planes and channels. 
284 and 287 : not present. 
D. Other Biogenic Features 
284 : Distinct welded matric fecal pellets,30-100 micron diameter. 
In the other thin sections are fecal pellets not present. 
E . Relicts 
Pedorelicts 
284 : Subrounded matric nodules with skelsepic and which are moreless 
red than the groundmass. 
Sharp subangular matrix nodules with plasma reorientation, 
100—300 micron diameter,probably originally rock pieces which 
are weathered in situ. 
LIthorelicts 
284 : Pieces which are grey and rich on secundary silica and richer 
on silt sized grains than the other soil material,containing a 
lot of yellow papules,rounded sharp nodules,and locally rounded 
matric' nodules.They occur in a banded distribution pattern 
and sometimes show a little layering. 
285 : In this thin section the groundmass consists of two components: 
a. soil material b. pieces of rotten rock 
CONCLUSIONS 
284 : The biological activity is high(channels,fecal pellets)fbut 
not very high. 
The sharp rounded ferric/manganiferous nodules are an indication of 




forrnation of neoferrans/mangans seems to be the last process because 
they mostly cover ferri-argillans. 
285 : There is not much biological activity ; the presence of channels 
can possibly be caused by fossile biological activity. 
The sharp rounded nodules : idem as 284. 
In pieces of rotten rock : ferri-argillans cover argillans if they 
occur together ; this indicates tuo phases:argillans — weathering^ 
ferri-argillans —illuviation.Locally the argillans show a layering. 
The papules of the paulic plasma in pieces of rotten rock are caused 
by weathering. 
Pieces rich on silt-sized grains and on papules.What is their origin? 
possibilities : 
1. Angular rock pieces are weathered, displaced, weathered a^gain,and 
the voids are filled up with other materials, rich on silt-sized 
grains. This possibility is the most likely. 
2. The concentration of silt—sized grains and papules is caused by 
erosion by subsoil waterstreams. 
286 : This thin section is essentially the same as 285,but in the 
under part of the thin section rotten rock is going to dominate. 
In the rotten rock,rock structure is present with signs of weathering: 
argillans with flecked orientation patteern in planes. 
Some channels are filled up with silt—rich material,and nodules 
occur in the rotten rock. 
287 : This thin section is originating from the surface of a spring 
cutting on 5I"1 distance from profile IS and consists mainly 
of rotten rock. 
It is essentially the same as the rotten rock of section 286 but 
the clay has been washed out (about lO^ S clay left). 
Sharp rounded ferric/manganiferous nodules indicate displacement 
of the material. 
Dust as in thin sections 285 and 286 "waxy" cutans occur that probably 
have been proceeded from dissolved volcanic ash. 
Some silica—aluminium gels have filled up channels and voids;!>this 
is possibly the explanation for the high CEC.This allophane-like 
material can be a product of weatherimg. 
-47 
The whole matrix is permeated with secundary silica that is present 
in biq quantities. 
Formation of argillans after formation of neoferrans/mangans. 
-48-
3.2.9.3. 













DESCRIPTION OF THE THIN SECTIONS 
A. Groundmass 
Skeleton grains 
size : 288 : 20-400 micron,the greater part 20-40 micron. 
289 : 20-400 „ 
290 : 20-700 „ ,many silt-sized grains in a banded 
distribution pattern. 
Angular,low sphericity,in a random distribution pattern;most of 
them weathered,some of them covered with iron oxides. 
Ilineralogical composition tfeldspars,quartz and chert. 
Plasma 
The plasma consists of clay minerals and iron,arrangement :asepic. 
288 consists for the greater part of pedorelicts(see pedorelicts) . 
Plasma reorientations 
288 : glaesepic ,masepic, weak channel v/osepic and weak -skelsepic. 
289 : „ , „ ,planar vosepic and skelsepic. 
290 : „ t ii » H H »channel vosepic and skelsepic, 
Voids 
All thin sections : compound packing voids,channels,skew planes, 
craze planes,vughs and interconnected vughs. 
B. Special features 
Ferri-arqillans 
288 : Only in darker parts,probably originating from other horizons 
the following ferri—argillans : j' 
distinct»strong continuous orientated,channel and plane ferri-ar-
gillans 10-40 micron thick with sharp outer boundary,and idem : 
very few ped ferri-argillans,20-60 micron thick. 
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289 : Distinct,strong continuous orientated,channel ferri—argillans, 
locally covered by iron oxides and locally with a lower bi-
ro f ringens, 10-100 micron thick with a sharp outer boundary,and : 
idem plane and ped ferri—argillans 5-100 micron thick. 
Diffuse ferri-argillans locally covered by iron oxides,10-100 micron 
thick with a sharp outer boundary. 
290 : Distinct,strong continuous orientated,channel and plane ferri-
argillans, 10-1000 micron,locally'up to 2500 micron thick, 
with sharp outer boundary. 
Sometimes the ferri-argillans are laying against sharp nodules. 
Papules 
200 : Distinct,strong continuous orientated,ferri—argillan papules, 
10-40 micron thick,some of them covered by iron oxid&s. 
239 : idem papules 10-50 micron thick. 
290 : idem papules 10-50 micron thick. In tubes which are more 
rich on silt—sized skeleton grains than the surrounding soil 
material,many papules are found,and in parts of the tubes that show 
a slight layering the papules are smaller than on other places. 
Pedotubules 
288 and 289 :Distinct, ortho matric aggrotubules,1-5 mm diameter. 
290 : idem,but with neoferrans/mangans. 
Tubes which are less rod and which have more skeleton grains 
of silt size and papules than the surrounding soil material,and in 
which man locally a layering can recognize.Secundary silica and 
sometimes very thick(up to 2500 micron) ferri-argillans are found 
in this tubes. 
C. Ilydromorphic features 
Quasi- and/or neoferrans/mangans 
288 : not present. 
289 : Distinct channel, plane and ped neoferrans/mangans,10-200 
micron thick,plane and ped neoferrans/mangans locally up to 
500 micron thick,with a sharp outer boundary and occurring in ia'' 
clustered distribution pattern. 
On some places neoferrans/mangans are covering ferri-argillans. 
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290 : Distinct channel and plane neoferrans/mangans,10-400 micron 
thick,with sharp outer boundary,in a clustered distribution 
pattern and mostly covering the ferri-argillans. 
Distinct channel and plane quasiferrans/mangans 10-50 micron thick, 
sharp inner and outer boundary. 
289 idem quasiferrans/mangans. 
Modules and concretions 
2B8 : Sharp ferric-manganiferous nodules,10-2000 micron thick,low 
as well as high sphericity. 
Diffuse ferric-manganiferous nodules,10-1000 micron thick,high 
sphericity. 
289 : Sharp ferric-manganiferous nodules 20-2500 micron thick,high 
sphericity ..and idem diffuse nodules 30-200 micron thick. 
A few partly sharp partly diffuse f erric-manganif erous nodtiles, 
30-100 micron thick. 
290 : sharp and diffuse nodules idem as 288 but both 20-2000 micron 
thick. 
A few concretions 100-200 micron thick. 
Iron-rich patches 
289 : patches which are more red,caused by iron movement. 
D. Other biogenic features 
288 :Faint single and strongly welded matric fecal pellets,50-300 
micron.in diameter and in a clustered distribution pattern. 
A great part of the soil consists of fecal pellets 
289 : idem fecal pellets,but obviously less than in the previous 
thin section. 
290 : no fecal pellets. 
E . Relicts 
288 : The plasma consists for a greater part of pedorelicts : 
faint subrounded pedorelicts with a high sphericity,in dif-
ferent stages of soil formation,50—1000 micron diameter and in a 
random distribution pattern;they contain plasma and skeleton grains 
and are in general more red than the surrounding soil material. 
Rigger matric pedorelicts which are darker reddish brown than the 
surrounding material and in which ferri-argillans are present;they 
" "' s 
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have a diameter of G.5-2 cm and are seen by the naked eye in the 
thin section. 
289 : Faint subrounded pedorelicts in different stages of soil 
formation,with a low sphericity,30-1000 micron diameter and in 
a random distribution pattern.They are generally darker reddish 
brown than the surrounding soil material and they don't contain 
skeleton grains. 
290 :pedorelicts idem as 289,but 100-1000 micron diameter" and the 
colours are often more greyish red than the surrounding soil 
material. 
CONCLUSIONS 
288 : The biological activity is high but not very high because 
there are many voids and cutans only occur as papules;ferri-
argillans are only occurring in darker parts which are originating 
from other horizons. 
The sharp ferric nodules indicate displacement,possibly as the re-
sult of biological activity,of soil material.the darker parts are 
another indication for displacement of soil material. 
The ferri-argillans tend to become more red by enrichment of iron 
oxides caused by weathering. 
289 : The biological activity is less than in the previous thin 
section,but still plant roots are found on this depth. 
Undisturbed ferri-argillans aed neoferrans/mangans are present. 
Formation of neoferrans/mangans seems to be the last process because 
they frequently cover ferri-argillans. 
Sharp ferric-manganiferous nodules with a high sphericity indicate 
displacement of soil material. 
Diffuse ferric nodules and patches which are more red indicate 
movement of iron oxides. 
290 : there is some biological activity - the presence of channels 
is an.indication for that - but significantly less than the previous 
thin sections.In the groundmass are only a few papules present.^ 
f'lany undisturbed ferri-argillans and neof errans/mangans are pridsent. 
Sharp ferric/manganiferous nodules indicate displacement of soil 
material. 
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Clay-iron illuviation must have taken place after displacement 
because ferri-argillans are laying against sharp nodules. 
Formation of neoferrans/mangans seems to be the last process because 
they frequently cover ferri-argillans. 
Tubes are occurring which are rich on silt—sized grains and papules 
and which locally show a layering.Very thick clay cutans (up to 
2500 micron) in voids, secundary silica and omnisepic arrangements 
seem to be assiociated with these tubes.Probably these tubes are 
lithorelicts : weathered pieces of rotten rock. 
3.2.9.4. 
THIN SECTION 75/291 rock sample 
This thin section is made from a piece of rotten rock found on a 
spot along the stream on the valley bottom downwards the slope on 
which profile IS and 3S are situated. 
According to van der Plas this rock is an arcose sandstone or in-




.In the soil profile 3S are components' present of the sandstone of 
thin section 291,but no pieces of sandstone,consequently it is not 
obvious what the parent material of profile 3S was. 
In thin sactions 284 and 285 chert fragments,feldspars,quartzite 
and angular and rounded quartz is present. 
In 286 are many feldspars originating from igneous rocks and 
pyrophyllite with a high birefringens present,and' in 288 and 289 
the quartz and chert grains are rounded while the feldspars are 
angu]ar. 
The rotten rock of 286 and 287 has the structure of a sandstone. 
According to van der Plas the parent material of the two profiles 
is a comprimated and indurated tuff layer.In the andesite ash jLayers 
can appear,caused by ash rains during the eruptions. 
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3.2.10. Water Samples 
The following water, samples haue been taken : 
(A+B means : the sample consists of two bottles) 
15 A+B : groundwater from profile pit 15 
1 A+B : water from spring near profile pit IS 
2 A+B : water from spring in transition zone 
hill-ualleybottom near Kenyamware 
3 A+B : water from spring in tea field near 
Kenyerere School 






The total amount of cations was very small : 0,3 meq/lOO g for 
all samples. 
The analysis results are shown in table 2. 
table 2 : Analysis results of water samples. 
s a m p l e - i r / p H c a l : i o n s ( m e q / l 0 0 g ) S iO 
( m m o l / 1 0 0 g ) 
s a m p l i n g 
Ca Mg Na K t o t a l d a t e 
I S A + B 5 . 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 8 0 . 5 7 2 5 - 3 - 1 9 7 5 
1 A + B 6 . 7 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 9 0 . 6 2 5 - 3 - 1 9 7 5 
2 A + B 6 . 4 0. .03 0 . 0 2 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 2 0 0 . 5 5 5 - 3 - 1 9 7 5 
4 A 5 . 2 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 1 8 0 . 5 7 1 - 4 - 1 9 7 5 
3 A + B 5 . 7 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 4 0 . 1 9 0 . 5 5 1 - 4 - 1 9 7 5 
It is not sure whether the elements in the water originate from 
solution of salts or from solution of minerals. 
Assumed they originate from minerals,the figures cani be plotted in 
stability diagrams. 
The figures of K,pH and SiO plotted in the stability diagram of 
minerals in the system Al 0 - SiO - K 0 - H O at 25°C and 1 atm 
total pressure,indicate that the mineral kaolinite is stable. 
The figures of Clg,pH and SiO plotted in the stability diagram 
of minerals in the system Al 0 - SiO - NgO - H O at 25 t and 
1 atm total pressure, giv/e the same result. 
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4. Conclusions and Final Classification of the Soil Profiles. 
Springs haue a strong impact on the geomorphology,and especially 
on the valley forms,in and around the Wagombo market area. 
The pH of the mater from the springs varies between 5.2 and 6.7; 
the amount of cations in the water is very small : about 0.3 meq/lOO g. 
The origin of a kind of round pits with a diameter of 5-15 m and 
a depth of 1-5 m is still a point of discussion,but likely is 
that they are archaeological remains. 
The differences in soil between a point near thß top of a hill 
(profile 3S) and a point just above a spring on the bottom of a 
small valley (profile IS) have been studied. 
The most probable parent material of both profiles is indurated tuff. 
Addition of volcanic ash to the soil by ash rains in the past is 
not ruled out. 
Profile IS was shallower (however still more than 8 m deep),but 
was higher in base saturation throughout the profile,less acid 
in the A horizon,and the thickness of the A horizon was far 
more than that of profile 3S. 
The percentage of clay (<2u) in both profiles is about 50-60 % 
in the A1 and about 65-75 % in the B horizon. 
In the samples from profile 3S the clay mineral kaolinite is 
dominant,while in profile IS a transition kaolinite — montmorillo— 
nite clay occurs. 
A-ccording the norm calculations the origin of both profiles could 
be : weathering of volcanic ash. 
Classification 
Roth profiles have a mollic epipedon and an argillic horizon. 
The base saturation is the crucial point. 
Final classification : 
Profile IS : 
very fine clayey,kaolinitic,isothermic,cumulic Paleudoll 
Nyambaria series 
Profile 35 : , '• 
i ' 
very fine clayey , kaolinitic, isothermic, cumulic ,mollic Palehurnuat 
Piagombo series 
reference : Soil Taxonomy (december 1975) 
- 5 5 
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SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTION «SB-
profile nr.;1S 
Nyambaria series ! 
classification:? :v/ery fine clayey»kaolinitic,isothermic,cumulic Paleudoll 
date:25-3-1975,beginning wet season 
author:J.H.n.Scholten 
location:sheet 130/2 kisiifkenya ,714.7E, 9926,3N,Magombo market area. 
elevation:+_1865 R above sealevel. 
landform:upper valley bottom,just above spring. 
" surrounding country :hilly. 
geol.formation:Bukoban 
slope:concave,100 M length,slope gradient:8$6 
landuse: grass 
climate :isothermic,rainfall:about 2000 mm a year. 
parent material:andesite 
drainage:well drained-somewhat excessively drained 
moisture conditions in the soil:0-650 cm moist,from 650 cm wet 
groundwaterle vel : 7.30 Fl 
erosion:only in bare soil very slight sheet erosion. 
rock outcrops : some rotten rock in spring cutting 
root distribution:well distributed till concretionlayer on 210-215 cm depth. 
infiltration:very rapid (+_14 m/day) 
human influences : some paths,50 cm incised 
This soil occurs on the bottom of smaller valleys running down larger slopes, 
and contains a lot of humus-rich soil material which is washed down from the 
valleysides.Particularly in the wet season this soil can tebe rather wet. 
SOIL PROFILE 
A 0-70 cm Dark reddish brown(5YR2/2 moist)very fine clay;moderate very 
' fine subangular blocky;very friable moist,slightly sticky 
slightly plastic wet;many fine and very fine,common medium 
pores;clear wavy boundary. 
samples:l bag('mixed)and rings 53 + 54(35—40 cm) "^ 'pl 
A 70-130 cm Dark reddish brown(5YR3/2 moist)very fine clay;moderate 
' fine subangular blocky;friable moist»slightly sticky slightly 
plastic wet;many fine and very fine,common medium pores; 
' clear smooth boundary. 
1 mixed sample : *>*Ï2 
A 130-210 cm Dark reddish brown(5YR 3/3 moist)very fine clay{moderate 
' fine subangular blocky;friable moist, slightly sticky 
slightly plastic wetjmany fine and very fine,common medium 
pores;abrupt wavy boundary. 
samples:l mixed,rings 55+57 (140-145 cm) ^ £3 
8 210-215 cm Yellowish red(5YR 5/8 moist)and black,discontinuous 
' nodular ironpan.Stagnating water on this layer, 
abrupt wavy boundary. 
samples:l bag mixed samples. "5ÇM-
2,2 215-250 cm Dark reddish brown(5YR 3/4 moist)very fine clay;moderate 
fine angular blocky;firm moist,slightly sticky s,l'ightly 
plastic wet ; continuous moderately thick clay cut^àns; 
patchy thin coatings of probably iron and manganese; 
many fine and very fine pores;gradual smooth boundary. 
1 mixed sample. $$£-
* -59-
very " 
B 250-450 cm Yellowish red(5YR 4/5 moist) MKX>C fine clay;modBrata *«ry! 
' fine angular blocky;firm moist,slightly sticky slightly 
plastic wet;broksn thin clay cutans; continuous thick cutans 
of probably iron and manganese;many fine and vary fine pores; 
diffuse smooth boundary. 
samplesrl mixed sample»32P-325 rings 58+59,381-396 tin BPI172, 
400-405 rings 60+61. V?t4 
8 450-500 cm Dark reddish brown(5YR 3/4 moist) very fine clay;moderate 
' very fine angular blocky;firm moist,slightly sticky slightly 
plastic wet;continuous thin clay cutans,broken thin cutans 
of probably iron and manganese;many fine and very fine pores; 
gradual smooth boundary, 
samplesrl mixed sample,470-475:rings 62+63. ^97 
B
 q 500-650 cm Dark brown(7.5YR 4/3 moist)very fine clay;moderate fine 
* angular blocky;firm moist,slightly sticky slightly plastic 
wet;broken thin clay cutans and cutans of probably iron and 
manganese ;many fine and v/ery fine pores;abrupt irregular 
boundary, 
samplesrl mixed sample,540-545 cm:rings 64+65. ^98 
B, 650-730 cm riulticolored (mainlydark browm7.5YR4/4 and pale yellow 
i ' 2.5Y 7/4) rotten rock;moderate fine angular blocky;hard dry, 
" friable moist,slightly sticky slightly plastic wet;locally 
broken moderately thick clay cutans,broken thick cutans of 
probably iron and manganese in pores and locally on ped 
faces;many fine and very fine,common medium pores;diffuse 
smooth boundary. 
samples:695-710:tin,700-710:500 cc , 710-715 : rings 71+2. 'h'ij 
B 730-800 cm Multicoloured (mainly pale yellow 2.5Y 7/4)"rotten rock"; 
' moderate fine angular blocky;hard dry,firm moist,slightly 
sticky slightly plastic wet;broken thick cutans of probably 
iron and manganese»broken moderately thick clay cutans, 
thick clay cutans in larger pores;many fine and v/ery fine, 
common medium arid coarse pores;groundwater level at 730 cm; 
samples:750-755:rings 11 + 12,750-760:500 cc,750-765:tin. ~s6o 
Observatios with motor auger just besides of the pit sits : 
800-950 cm Light yellowish broun(l0YR 6/4 wst) sandy clay?;sticky, 
non plastic;saturated with water. 
I samples:2 plastic bottles. ~^()l 
950-1000 cm F1ulticoloured( maincolour pals yellow 2.5Y 7/4 )"rotten rock"; 
slightly sticky,non plastic;mors dry than horizon above. 
samples:l mixed sample. ^6j 
1000-1100 cm Pale yellow (5Y 7/3 moist)"rotten rock"; friable moist;rather 
dry. , 
samples:! mixed sample. ^ $2. 
Research D.H.N.Scholten 
SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTION -60-
profile nr.:3S 
Mogombo series 
classification : 7 :very fine clayey,kaolinitic,isotohermic,cumulic 
FA0:humic Nitosol. mollic Palehumurt 
date : 22-3-1975 , beginning wet season. " """ 
author:3.H.d.Scholten 
Location:sheet 130/2 Kisii,Kenya,714.9 E,9926.3 N,Magombo market area. 
elevation rabout 1880 M above sealevel. 
landformrsaddle between hilltops 
landform of surrounding country:hilly. 
slope:linear slope of 500 M length;gradient :5?£ 
landuse : pasture 
climaterisothermic ,rainfalltabout 2000 nn/year. 
parent material:andesite 
drainage : well drained 
moisture conditions in the soil:moist throughout, the profile 
groundwaterIevel:——— 
infiltration: very rapid, K= +12 lvl/24hrs. 
rootdistribution:fine and very fine grassroots well distributed throughout 
;
^^ the profile up to a depth of 41*1. 
Very deep,red,very fine clayey soil,with a good structure and a high biological 
activity»formed by weathering of andesièe rock.This is the most important 
soil series of the area. 
SOIL PROFILE: 
Al,l 0-50 CM Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2 raoist)very fine clay;moderate 
HKxy. fine subangular blocky;very friable moist .slightly sticky 
slightly plastic when wet;many fine and very fine,common 
mediumand few coarse poresjclear smooth boundary. 
samples:bag and cores49+50 (40-45 cm). \ t i 
' Al,2 50-79 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3 moist) VERY FINE CLAY;moderate 
fine subangular blocky; friable moist,slightly sticky,slightly 
plastic wetjmany fine and very fine,common medium pores; 
gradual smooth -boundary. 
samples:bag. ^"7 
'Ä32,l 79-270 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR 3.5/4 moist)very fine clay; 
moderate fine angular-subangular blocky;friable moist, 
slightly sticky slightly plastic wet;moderately thick, 
broken clay cutans;many fine and very fine pores,few medium 
pores;from 205-210 cm very many,small soft manganese con-
cretions; clear smooth boundary. 
samples:l bag,l tin and from 140-145 cm rings 51 + 52. 1>c# 
W I ^O- l*J5 cm : -Jfi38 
B2,2 270-700 cm Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6 moist) very fine clay;moderate 
medium angular blocky;firm moist,slightly sticky slightly 
plastic wet;common fine and very fine pores;thick broken 
clay cutans;black continuous coatings from iron and manganese; 
gradual smooth boundary. '/->7'îï8t> 
samples:l bag,l tin(395-410 cmjanc/ rings 67+68(340-345 cm). 
600-605:rings 69+70,600-610:500 cc. 1 b<j -, 'J70 
B2,3 700-750 cm Yellowish red ( 5YR 4/6 moist )very fine clay ;moder^jte medium-
-coarse prismatic;firm moist,slightly sticky slightly plastic 
wet;patchy thick clay cutans,continuous thick cutans of iron 
and manganese ; common fine and very fine pores; 
samples:710-725:tin,740-745:rings 13+15,740-750:500 cc. 17/ 
PROJECT NR 74-02-05 Research Hans Scholten 
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NUMBERS OF SOIL SAMPLES 
PROFILE IS 
number depth horizon- thin section no. depth 
75/351 0-30 Al,l 
352 70-130 Al,2 
353 130-210 Al,3 
354 210-215 B2,l 
355 215-250 B2,2 
356 250-450 B2,3 75/284 3B1-396 
357 450-500 B2,4 
358 500-650 B2,5 
359 700-710 B3,l 75/285 695-710 
360 750-760 B3,2 75/286 750-755 
361 950-1000 B3 
362 1000-1100 83 
363 800-950 B3 
364 spring surface B3 75/287 surface 
365 rock samples R 75/291 
A weathered part 
B unueathered part 
PROFILE 3S 
75/366 0-50 Al,l 
367 50-79 Al,2 
368 79-270 B2,l 75/288 140-155 
369 270-345 B2.2
 ? 5 /2QQ 395-410 
370 600-610 B2,2 
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p r o - ( cm) z 
f i l e : d e p t h h o r i z o n , < 2 2 - 1 6 1 6 - 5 0 5 0 - 7 4 7 4 - 1 0 5 1 0 5 - 2 0 0 0 micron 
I S 3 5 - 4 0 A i , i 
5 0 . 7 3 0 . 0 1 3 . 8 0 . 7 1 . 0 3 . 8 
1 3 0 ^ 2 1 0 A l , 3 5 2 . 1 2 7 . 2 1 3 ^ 9 0 . 7 1 . 1 5 . 0 
2 1 0 - 2 1 5 B 2 , l 2 9 . 0 2 2 . 9 1 7 . 9 0 . 9 2 . 2 2 7 . 1 V 
2 1 5 - 2 5 0 B 2 , 2 6 2 . 5 1 8 . 7 1 2 . 3 0 . 8 1 . 0 4 . 7 
3 2 0 - 3 2 5 B 2 , 3 7 1 . 1 1 4 . 1 9 . 2 0 . 7 1 . 0 3 . 9 
4 5 0 - 5 0 0 B 2 , 4 6 6 . 5 1 6 . 8 1 0 . 9 0 . 6 0 . 9 4 . 3 
7 0 0 - 7 1 0 B 3 , l 5 0 . 9 2 2 . 0 1 1 . 8 1 . 0 1 . 5 1 2 . 8 
7 5 0 - 7 6 0 B 3 , 2 ' 4 2 . 8 2 8 . 3 1 4 . 9 1 . 4 2 . 1 1 0 . 5 
9 5 0 - 1 0 0 0 B 3 , 4 2 9 . 3 3 0 . 4 1 9 . 5 1 . 7 2 . 3 1 6 . 8 
s p r i n g B3 1 0 . 0 3 3 . 9 3 1 . 0 2 . 3 3 . 0 1 9 . 8 V 
3S 4 0 - 4 5 A l , l 6 2 . i 1 9 . 6 1 1 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 1 4 . 8 
flk 1 4 0 - 1 4 5 B 2 , l 6 8 . 1 1 4 . 9 1 1 . 2 0 . 7 0 . 9 4 . 2 
W 3 4 0 - 3 4 5 B 2 , 2 7 2 . 0 1 1 . 7 9 . 3 0 . 9 1 .2 . 4 . 9 
5 0 0 - 6 1 0 B 2 , 2 7 3 . 1 1 0 . 5 8 . 8 0 . 7 1 . 1 5 . 8 
'J 6 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 : 1 2 , ,7J6 
^) 6 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 : 8 . ,0% 
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flETREFT: Mineralogisch onderzoek aan de klei-fractie (<2.)i) van een aantal 
monsters uit projekt W 7^-02-05 (Kenia, Hr. Schölten) 
noiiiiTWtö: Prof ie] i:i : 75/351-353-555-356-358-559-360-361-362 en364. 
Profiel 5S : 75/366-368-369 en371. 
VOORBEHANDELING: Alle monsters werden gesedimenteerd op een keramisch 
plaatje, waarna de klei bezet werd met Mg++-ionen. Il 
Rbntgendiffractie-opname werden enkele monsters met 
n 
ionen bezet en verhit tot 600 C. 
glycerol behandeld; ook werde sommige monBtere met K -
Ut".ULTAAT: In de eerste vijf monsters van profiel IS is het 7 A-kleir.ineraal 
kaoliniet zeer duidelijk dominant. Verder een zeer weinig illiet 
(10 Â) en mogelijk wat chloriet ( een nauwelijks te zien piekje 
verandert niet na verhitting). Een verhoging van de' ondergrond 
tussen 7 en 10 A .resulterend in een klein piekje bij ca. 10.7 A 
kan wijzen op een interstratificatie van illiet en chloriet. 
In monster 358 is in geringe mate montmorilloniet aanwezig, welke 
hoeveelheid sterk toeneemt in de volgende monsters: in 360, 361 en 
362 is montmorilloniet zeer duidelijk dominant, om in 36*+ weer af 
te nemen. In alle monsters blijft kaoliniet duidelijk aanwezig, zij 
het natuurlijk in mindere mate dan in de eerste monsters van dit 
profiel. Voor de rest geldt voor deze monsters hetzelfde als voor 
de eerste monsters van dit profiel. 
Wat de niet-klei-mineralen betreft: alle monsters bevatten een 
geringe hoeveelheid kwarts en veldspaten'. Wat dit laatste betreft: 
in de monsters 353, 361, 362 en 36^ meer dan in de rest van de 
monsters. 0«(, ZoUlStA "\ O U ^ A J & X ^ (_*U*4 «J A*C*~/V^£J/C, «— bi> 0 X 2>t h J 
Voor de vier monsters van profiel 3$ geldt hetzelfde als voor de 
eerste vier monsters van profiel 1£: kaoliniet zeer duidelijk 
dominant.Verder een weinig kwarts en veldspaten. 




In de monsters van profiel 3S ie het klei »-miner aal 
kaoliniet dominant, terwijl we in profiel IS een • 
overgang zien van kaoliniet naar montmorilloniet« 
Hieronder enkele diffractogrammen die representa-
tief zijn; 356 voor de "kaoliniet-monstere" 13^) 
359 voor overgang ''kaoliniet L.- • » montm." 
36I voor de "montmorilloniet-monster 
s t i . ^ +ihc 













PH RESEARCH PROFILE IS AND 3S 
Research 3.H .M.Scholten 
profile nr. IS 
h o r i z o n d e p t h ( c m ) PH-H20 PH-KC1 PH-CaC12 
" W A i , i 0-70 6 . 1 5 . 3 5 . 4 
^ • ^ 1 , 2 70-130 5 . 9 5 . 0 5 . 2 
W A 1 , 3 13 0-210 5 . 7 5 . 0 5 . 0 
^
B
2 , l 
210-215 5 . 2 4 . 8 4 . 9 
W B 2 2 215-250 5 . 0 4 . 7 4 . 7 
V
'
C e 2 , 3 250-450 4 . 8 4 . 2 4 . 2 
^ 2 . 4 450-500 4 . 6 4 . 2 4 . 2 
W B î a 
*7BS 
500-650 ' 4 . 5 4 . 2 4 . 2 
700-710 4 . 8 3 . 8 3 . 9 
,
I < ; o B 3 , 2 750-750 4 . 9 3 . 8 3 . 8 
• »
8 3 , 3 800-950 5 . 1 3 . 7 Zi9 
^ •
B 3 , « 950-1000 5 . 2 4 . 1 4 . 5 
^ 3 , 5 1000-1100 5 . 4 —— 
"/«<»3 s p r i n g 5 . 0 3 . 7 3 . 8 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































table 9 appendix —69-
project nr. 74-02-05 research 3.H.Cl.Scholten 
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0-7G 3.94 9.27 
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»2,2 215-250 3.64 12.89 
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500-650 3.94 11.54 
63,1 
700-710 5.25 9.86 
63,2 750-760 4.81 9.36 
B3,5 1000-1100 2.69 5.23 
B3,4 95D-1000 4.02 6.89 
B3 spring 3.34 6.03 
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.L.cvkW. \l ap.p*nxl I* 
MAÜOHBO IS 351 CLAY FRACTION. GUETl'ITK :|PRM 
CLAY FRACTION 30.7 PER CFN'T OF FIHF EARTH 
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6 3 , 7 
1 7 , 9 
201 , 2 
" . 0 
c . 0 
0 ,u 
0 , 1 
0 , 0 
0 , 0 
0 , o 
•:.o 
5 4 , 9 
' j . '.> 
0 , 0 
7 7 7 . J 
1 4 4 . 2 
1 0 1 . 2 
3 5 . 1 
0 . 0 
•>.o 
0 . 'J 
0 , n 
• . '-' 
'"•' . 0 
1 7 2 . 2 
U , 0 
1 4 0 5 . 9 
0 , 0 2 
0 . 9 5 
0 , 0 0 
3 . 8 3 
1 .43 
1 7 , 8 6 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
U . C 0 
2 . 3 7 
0 . 0 0 
n . 0 0 
SO. 14 
S . 2 0 
5 . 9 9 
2 . 1 7 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0,0(1 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
3 . 1 0 
0 , 0 0 
? 'b j57 
0 . O 1 0 , 0 2 
0 , 5 U . _ • - 1 , 0 4 — 
0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
2 , 0 0 4 , 1 7 
0 . 7 5 1 . 5 6 
9 . 3 1 1 9 . 4 3 - -
">,00 C O O 
0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
o . o u 0 , 0 0 - -
0 . 0 0 O.uO 
0 . ù ù 0 . 0 0 - .-
0 , 0 0 O.OO 
- 0 , 0 0 0 . . i n 
1.5 0 3 , 1 3 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
2 6 . 1 2 5 4 , 5 3 
4 . 2 7 8 . 9 2 
3 . 1 2 Ó . 5 2 - 
1 .13 2 , 3 i 
ü . J 0 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 O.OO 
0 , 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 . _ 
o .ou 0 , 0 0 
1 . 6 1 3 . 3 7 
n.oo 0 , 0 0 
b o . 3 1 11 5 , o 1 
:LAY r o A C T JON FIVE F.APTM 
0 . 2 7 1 , 1 1 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































jLi Cv p O «Jfl JÜ IX. 
HAGOMBO 13 356 CLAY FPACTION, COF.THITE "OR« 
CLAÏ FRACTION 71.1 PER CENT Of FIIJF. EAPTH 
...MOLA!* RELATIONS OK THE SESO'JICXIDSS 
SlH2/(AL203+FL201) SI07/AL2Ü3 
.. IN THIS FRACTION: 1.719 2.316 
C02» H20+ A;iD H2 n- EXCLUDED FROM fen, TOTALS 
. .QXIfES-HARKED Ü T H ASIER1S** M T üSEP IN ^OR« CALCl'LATIUÜ 
A 
COMFO». WT PEP.C CF». .. DAS I a . f 'Ei l , tiR _ L'OFH 
sinoN FRACTION "IN'E EARTH 
S I f-12 3 7 . 1 6 2 6 , 4 2 FM l b . 9 CP 
.. 
AL2UJ . . . . . . 2 7 . 2 3 . . . . - 1 9 . 3 6 CF. . . . . 0 . 3 . . . ÔTF. .. 
F E 2 0 3 1 4 . 7 9 1 0 , 5 2 3 T ? 9 . 1 VAP 
i ._ FEO . . 0 . 0 7 . .. 0 , 0 5 - VAP. . 0 . 0 Q 
MNO* 0 , 4 0 o , 2 5 KP 1 7 . 6 RU 
__ . ... _. . 
MGO . 0 . 2 9 . 0 . 2 1 K3 0 . 0 GOET 
CAO 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 Ut •» .3 CC 
N A 2 0 • - y . 0 5 0 . 0 4 i':<5 'J . 0 'lu S 
K20 0 . 5 9 0 . 4 2 CAL u.u S 1 0 
... _ 
H20 + - 1 3 . 5 7 9 . 6 5 C3 . . . 0 . 0 . 
H 2 0 - » 0 . 0 0 ' • \ 0 1 SP 2 1 . 6 NAOH 
, i 
- T I 0 2 . 1 . 3 3 .. . . ' 0 . 9 5 FO 0 . 0 KU H 
P 2 0 5 0 . 3 3 J . 2 3 HZ 2.9 TC 
-, 
BAO« . 0 , Ü Q 0 . 0 0 FA 0 . 0 '!JM 
SRO» C.OO 0 , 0 0 F S 2 7 1 . 1 An 
NIO» 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 ù 0 . 0 C"H 
C R 2 " 3 » O.OO 0 , 0 0 C 5 0 3 . 6 G i p n 
_ _ _ _ . . 
. Z F 0 2 « 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 5 1 4 . 0 Kk'.'l 
C02 0 . 0 0 o.no C02 o.o ' ô - I L L 
__ 
, . 3 » . .. . . 0 . 0 0 .. 
. o.ou H 2<^* . 7 M . 2 . Ml 1 
, 




U.CO 0 . 0 0 
" . '.•• "M 2 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 o.c Hü'«-' 2 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 c . ) SAP 
0 . 0 0 C . 0 y o.o FE SAP 
. t- . - ~ û . 0 0 . C.OO 
. c.o 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 CO 2 
„ 0 . 0 0 O.OU 
°.o H20 + 
u.OO 0 . 0 J V ) R 2 0 -
TUTAL « 5 . 8 2 ö P , t 3 TOTAL 1 3 R l . o TTrAl. 
EXCiCVS'GEAnLF: CATIO-.'o. «T H E K P f 
!J?/KE203 AL2H3/FE203 
6,678 . . 2 .884 _.. 
fiF.il, MR WT PERC OFl . 
FRACTION FINE EARTH NOW-CLAÏ 
0 . 3 0 , 0 2 o.o i 0 , 0 5 
. . 9 . 1 0 , 8 5 . . . . - 0 , 6 0 . ... 2 , 0 8 - . . -
0 , 0 J .OP 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
4 0 . 3 2 . 4 ? • 1 .72 5 , 9 5 
1 6 , 6 1 , 3 3 0 , 0 5 3 . 27 
1 H 0 . 7 1 6 . 0 5 11 , 4 1 ... 3 9 , 4 « 
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 .. - 0 , 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 . 
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 _ . - 0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 - . 0 . 0 0 _. 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . O.Ou _.. 0.0.0 . 
g . l 0 . 4 2 0 . 3 0 1 . 0 4 
o , 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 . 
0 . 0 ' 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
9 4 0 . 9 6 0 . 6 9 4 3 . 1 5 1 4 9 , 3 0 
3 7 , 7 4 . 4 9 3 . 5 5 1 2 . 2 7 
3 6 . 3 5 . 1 1 .. 3 . 6 3 . . . 1 2 . 5 7 
1.1.7 0 . 7 2 0 . 5 1 1.7R 
0 . 0 O.CO 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
c.o 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 o.oo 
C O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0.0 . . 0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 Û.OO 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
1 = 4 , 5 2 . 7 e 1 . 9 8 . . 6 . 9 4 
C.O 0 . 0 0 n . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
13 8 1.6 9 5 . J7 6 7 , 6 1 2 3 4 . h 4 
CLAY FRACTION F iJF EARTH 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-i.cdiiJU. ß i a pj?y> i4Lx_ 
MAC0H60 IS 358 CbAï FRACTION» GOETHITt: NOR« 
CLAÏ FRACTION 6 3 . 1 PEP CENT'OP" FWE EARTH 
.._. MOLAR. RELATIONS OF. Trit SESÜUIOXIPLS 
S n 2 / ( A i , 2 0 3 + F E ? r i 3 ) SIP2/AL203 
._ IK.THI5 FF.ACTIOiM. 1 ,30 .2 - . 2 . 5 4 5 
C02» H20 + ANO H20- EXCT.UDFP TROM f?.Q TOTALS 
... QXIDES.MAP.KEÜ WITH ASTERISK« MOT. USED l;i KUR*. .CALCULATION 
... COuPO-._ wT.PEPC Of: HAÜIS i-IEQ. !1R r:ORM 
SITIOM FPACTirsN Flf.'F EARTH 
's 102 39.u8 24.6b P'J " . 3 CP 
__ AL203 .. 26.06 16,4 4 CP (J.3 . S TR 
FE203 14,98 9.45 STP 5.3 VAR 
. FEO _ .. _ . _Q. 1 2 0,09 VAR 0.0- Q 
HNO» 0.45 0,23 KP 49, u HU 
MGO _ O.J2 . 0.20 . K.S o.o GORT 
CAO 0.01 O.Ol NE 4.3 r.c 
_ .NA2Ü_. 0.05 -U.0 3 . :;s . . . 0.0 >:C,S 
K20 0.77 (1.49 CAL O.'J SID 
H20+... - 13.15 
_ e.30 . CS. 0.0 . 
H20-* O.üü 0.00 5P 23.3 'I;OH 
_ TI02 .. . - 1.S4 . *0,97 FO 0. • j KOK 
P205 0.34 0.21 HZ 5.0 TC 
-BA.Q*.- . . .0.00 -_. 0.00 EA . .0.0 i!IS . 
SRO« 0.00 0.00 FS 274.1 AB 
NIO« - 0,00 _ O.Oj Z o.o ÜP. . 
CR203» 0.00 0..10 c 4 7 4,0 Ol »il 
ZR02». 0.00 . o.oa i'J 5 41.0 f AOL 
C02 0.00 0.00 C02 "»3 'I.S-IL1. 
S»._ ._._ _ -U..00 . 0.00 . . H 20 + 72'».6 .... M!' 1 
O.üO 0.00 M20- 0.0 fi'.'V'. 1 
0.00 0.00 '\u y.; 2 
0.00 0,00 0.:. 'IC^ M 2 
.. . 0.00 0.00 0.0 SAP 
0,00 o.oo 0.0 FE SAr 
. —.. — — . 0.00 . ü.aj_ 
. °.o 0,00 0 . 0 0 c.o C02 
0.00 0 . fi 0 o.o H20 + 
0.0 0 r'.oo ;>.o H20-
TOTAL 96.8"? o ) , t 2 TCTAL 1 4 0 1 . 0 TOTAL 




6 , 9 3 4 2 . 7 2 5 
y 'PACTION Fi; V E A R T H NfJ!J-CL»ï • 
0.3 0.3 0,02 0,01 0.03 
9.3 9.3 0.87 0,55. 1.49 
0.0 0.0 0.00 0,00 0,00 
126.4 Bd.O 5.29 . 3.34 ... 9,04 
19.3 19.3 1.54 0.07 2,h3 
1H2.9 192.9 16.25 10.25 27.78 ... 
0.0 0.0 0,00 0.00 0,00 
.0,0 0.0 O.Ol' . 0.00 o . o o — 
0.0 o.u O.OO 0.0 0 0,00 
0.0 0.0 0.00 0,00 _ _. 0.00.... 
1.6 0.0 0.00 1,00 0.00 
0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 o.oo. . 
1*.5 0.0 0 . i', 0 0.00 o.oo 
3.9 0.0 . 0,00 . . 0,00. . ...0.00 ... 
0.0 3.1 u.42 0.27 0,72 
O.P 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 .. 
0 . 0 u, o / 0.00 0.00 0.00 
924.3 St>3.4 55.69 35.14 .95.23 
114.4 114.4 6.51 1.11 11.13 
O.ü 95.3 5.64... 3.56- . 9 , 6 4 ., 
0,0 20.0 1.24 0,78 2,12 
0.0 c.o 0,00 Ü.Ou 0,00 
0.0 0.0 0,00 0,00 O.OO 
0.0 ".0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0 0.0 o.oo 0,00 0,00 
O.O . y.o 0,00 0.0 0 .. 0.00 .._ 
0.0 p.o 0,0 0 n . il 0 0.00 
113.4 161.0 . 2.91 I.?» 4.98 
0.0 0.0 0,00 0.0» o.oo 
1.4J1.0 1401.0 90.3? 60.PI 164,81 
Cl.*Y FRACTION FI t.'F EARTH 
C.24 0 . 1 5 
00 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tail i l * J i ._ _.CL p pJL«.4 (:*__. 
HAGO^^O IS 359 CLAï FRACTION, C-PETHITE N'ORV 
CLAY FHACTION 50.9 PER C ^ T OF FI.'iT EARTH 
H0lAR_RiaATlONS OF THE SESQUT'.'XlüKS 
SI()2'(AL2C3*Fi:2a?) SIU2/AL203 
. IN THIS F B A C T I P N : . . .. . 2'.120 2.747 
Cü2» H20+ AMD H20- E-XCLUDEP FROM l'.FQ TOTALS 
-OXIDES MARKU? <LITH ASTEHIÜK*.NOT. USED IN- NUR-' CALCULATION 
C 0 M P 0 - _ . wT_fE«>C OFi... BASIS 





O. I 7 
0,19 
o.01 



















S I 0 2 4 2 , 6 7 
AL2Q3 ... . _ .26 .36_ 
FE203 1 2 . 2 0 
FEO  
_ 0 , 3 4 
MNO* 0 . 3 3 
CGQ . . 0 . 3 3 
CAD 0 . 0 1 
JIA20... . - 0 . 1 4 
K2H 0 . 6 7 
H20+. . . . . 1 2 . 9 ? 
H20-» 0 , 0 0 
TIQ2 . . - .1 .24 
P205 0 . 3 7 




CR203» 0 . 0 0 
ZR02« 0 . 0 0 
C02 0 . 0 0 
S.f -... _ . . 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
. _. ... . . . O . O Q . 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
coo 
TOTAL 97.70 






TOTAL 113 3.3 
'IOPK 
RU 1 5 . 5 r p 
CP . . . 
- . 0 . 3 5TF. 
STR 1 0 . 2 VAR 
VAH O.ü T 
KP 4 2 . 7 RU 
KS " . 0 GOKT 
ï<K 1 3 . 6 CC 
NS . - . .. O.O.- - . MGS. 
CAL 0 . 0 SIT) 
CS _. . . o.c 
SP 2 S . 3 •IAOH 
F? 0 * 
-' • J KUH . 
HZ 1 4 . 2 TC 
FA " . 0 . M IM . -
FS 2 2 1 . 5 AP 
7 0 . 0 OR 
C 4 7 C . 0 CIBD 
•3 
. 617 . ó KAOL 
ro2 ' J .o M. î_ ILL 
H 2 0 * 7 1 0 . 9 HM 1 
M 2 0 - 0 . 0 F Kr M 1 
o. . . "h 2 
" . 0 MGî-"' 2 
0 . 0 3AP 
' • ) . 0 f E SAP 
. . . o . 0 
0 . 0 CJ? 
••».o «2^ + 





FRACTION F I N E EARTH HON-CLAY 
1..3 0 . 3 0 , 0 2 0 , 0 1 0 , 0 2 
. 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 .. 0 , 9 5 . 0 , 4 8 ... . 0 , 3 9 
0 , 0 0 , 0 o.oo 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
1 7 4 , 2 1 1 3 , 3 6 . 8 1 . 3 . 4 7 7 , 0 6 . . 
1 5 . 5 l b . 5 1 .24 0 , 6 3 1 . 2 9 
1 4 7 . 7 1 4 7 , 7 1 3 . 1 2 6 , 6 3 1 3 . 6 0 -
0 , 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
. ' 1 . 0 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 . . . 0 . 0 0 -
o. o 0 , 0 o.oo 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
r
 . 0 0 , 0 o.oo 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 . 
4 . S 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 •1.00 0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 , U 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 o.oo.. 
2 2 . 0 0 . 0 O.O' l 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
n . o 0 , 0 - 0 . 0 0 . . . . 0 . 0 0 ._ o.oa. 
c;,.i 2 2 . 6 1 .19 0 , 6 0 1 .23 
<'.0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 . 
•1.0 0 , 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 , 0 0 
D4S.H K 5 4 . P 5 5 . 1 3 2 8 . 0 6 5 7 . 1 5 
9 9 , 6 9 9 . 6 5 . 6 » 2 . 8 8 5 , 8 7 
o.o 1 1 3 . 1 6 . 7 0 3 . U 6 . 5 4_. 
O.P 5 6 , 8 3 . 5 1 1 . 7 9 3 , 6 4 
'J . 0 " . O O.ÙO 0 . 0 0 . o.oo 
•"'. 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
o.o 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
n
. o 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 O.OO 
<\o . o .o 0 . 0 0 .. O.CÙ. ._ o .oo 
c.o 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 o.oo 0 , 0 0 
13«..7 1 * 7 , 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 5 3 3 . 1 2 
o.o 0 , 0 o.nc D.00 0 , 0 0 




fcrihll il (Xp.|iAjlcif.X.__ 
HACOMBO IS 359 KCN-CLAY FRACTION» EPI NORM 
_HQiAS_R.ELATlPNS_.OF T*^ SESOUIOXIPES  
SÏ02/(AL2U3*F_2Û3) 3I02/AL203 3102/FK203 
.IN THIS FRACTION« 3.27t 4.Ml U.2H1 
IN TOTAL sniLj 2,636 3.542 tu. 306 
C02/.H2C* A!,'P H20- EXCLUDED rP.O.M ME'J TOTALS 
OXIDES HARKED WITH ASTFPI-K» HOT -SEO til ':PR^ CALOL-TIOt' 
„C0MEQSJTI0.V_51iOW5.. «EGATIYE COIiTE'îTS, THESï HAVE Pfc.Eü KT TO 7,-Pn AFTF.", 
CALCULATING RELATIONS OF SESGUIOXinF.S ANP BEFORE SPINCRM CALCULATION, 
.COMPP- . __WT PERC 0F|.._ BASIS 
SITICN FRACTION FIiJE FA.RTH 
MFÛ. MF ÜOPI- l-'FQ, :.R *T PERC OF» 





































































































10.7 rp o.o 0,00 0,00 
o.o STP o.o 0.00 0.00 
o.o o.o <», 0 0 0.00 
0.0 0 470,2 2«,74 14,11 
04.Ö P'l 10.7 0,35 0.42 
°.Q. H". 102.7 12.90 6.3« 
02,6 re 0.0 0,0 o 0,00 
0.0 "OS 0,0 0 . '"> 0 0,00 
40.6 sin 0.0 3.1.M) 0,00 
0.0 0,0 •>.o<:> 0.00 
59.3 NSX 0,0 0 . M 0 0,00 
.0.0 K_X 0,0 o.oj 0,00 
10.8 !'•£ 220.fi 12.55 6.16 
o.O an 137.6 7.21 3.54 
244.t OR 0.0 0.0 0 o,.oo 
o.o XP".' 0 .0 ",0 0 0,0 0 
2SU.J "•RKN ;">.0 0.00 0 , (! 0 
779,2 A J'I' 0,0 .1,00 0,0 0 
0.0 rz A:.T 0.0 0.0 0 0,00 
510.3 o.o 0.0 0 0,0 0 
u.O zo b b . I 3.75. 1 . M 
o.o A r 0.0 0.00 0,00 
o.o FE AT o,0 0.0 o 0.00 
0.0 . 'U; !?T 37,7 2.0* 1 ,02 
0.0 IT 14.4 0.91 0,45 
o.o KAOL 4b 1 .0 20.09 14,29 
0.0 CO? 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 
o.o •<2n + 236,6 4.26 2.00 
0,0 M'.»0» 0.0 0.0 0 0,00' 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































bab'M-13., Qrf p_4.vi cl L X 
HACOMBO IS 360 NOf.'-CLAï FRACTION» F.PI NORM 
MDtAR_RtLAll.QNS. QF. THE. 5ES0UT0XIDE5 _ 
SI02/(AL203*FE203) SI02/AL7C3 5I02/FF2H3 
4,111 . . 5.9*4 13,132 
3.30 3 4,SP"> 11. I M 
EXCLUDED FROM ;<EQ TOTALS 
ASTFRISK* NOT '.'SEP IN NnR:1 CALCl'LAT-n,': 
EGAJIVE CONTENTS, TV EST' MAVE Ot:E,J ET TU 7.EPC AFTER, 
IN THIS TRACTION« 
IN TOTAL SOII.l 
Ç02, H20* AND H2D-





CALCULATING RELATIONS OF SFSOUIUXIPES AMC PEFORE EPÜ'PPM CMXl'LATir" 
COHPO._ WT PEP.C 0F|. 






















































































































û . 0 
0 , 0 






MOP'; " K O , f-R WT F E P C O F l 
FRACTI1!. F I N E E A R T H 
CF 0 . 0 (' , Of' 0 . 0 0 
S7P 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 O.ÜO 
0 . 0 ö . 0 0 o . o o 
0 5 6 7 . 0 3 3 , 7 6 1 9 . 3 2 
RU 7 . 1 0 . 5 7 0 , 3 3 
HI'. • 1 5 0 . 4 1 2 . 0 0 6 , R h 
CC 0 . 0 O.Ci i 0 . 0 0 
f'CS 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
S ID O.n o . n o 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 C . 0 o 
r-iSX 0 . 0 o , .V j o.OO 
KSX . 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
MS « 7 1 . 2 2« ,S 1 1 5 , ?4 
AB 2'r>?.4 1 5 , 3 7 8 . 7 9 
n« f', ( ( •>.0<> 0 . 0 0 
; < • ' • 0 . 0 o , 0 ' ) ' 0 . 0 0 
TnK i ! o .O 0 . 0 0 O.OO 
A :•. T o.o U , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
Ft. AK:T 0 . 0 o . ; o 0 , 0 0 
O.O 0 . ' " . ' 0 . 0 0 
7 ;' i 6 7 . 5 1 . ? ? 2 . 1 9 
AT l f i . o 1 , o o 0 . 5 7 
PF AT o.o .-...10 O .oo 
•10 OT 52.3 2 . ? ü . 1 . 6 5 
'"•T 2 1 . 4 ! . 3 5 ' 0 . 7 7 
S AOL 0 . 0 o . O o 0 , 0 0 
cn? " . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
H2f> 2e5.<» 5 . 1 4 2 . 9 4 
"20- 0 . " ' 1 , M l * O.'-OO 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































': iV ib iVl i CLjO r3Ä &Â 155-
MAGOMBO 1« 3bi NOV-CLAY FRACTION» EPI IORV 
_MOLAR_BEUIIß(15_DF_tHE.SE50UI0XIPc;S _.. .. 
5I02/CAL203+FE203) 
. UI..THIS. FRACTION: . ._ 5,633 
IN TOTAL SOIL» 4,116 
_C03i. H204 .AHO H20- EXCLUDED FRO?', MECL TOTALS 
OXIDES HARKED WITH ASTERISK« NOT USED III NOR» CALCULA TIC') 
„COMPOSITIOK. SHOWS.NEGATIVE. CONTENTS,.THESE HAVE BEEN ET TO ZERO ATTER, 










. L. COMPO- . 
_v;T PEPC '3F: . _ . . . BASIS . .-IEO. VR KOPM HFO. NR • *T PERC OF: 
siTion FRACTIO. l F l I i E EARTH 
PI.I 6 , 3 CP 0 , 0 
FRACTION 
0 . 0 0 
F INE EARTH 
I S I 0 2 6 3 . 3 0 1 9 , 2 9 0 , 0 0 
.. . . . AL203 1 5 . 7 3 1 1 . 1 2 . . CP .. 0 . 0 STR 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 O.CO 
. FE2U3 7 , 5 9 5 . 3 6 STP 0 , 0 0 . 0 O.no 0 . 0 0 
\ £ E 0 . _ . . 0 . 3 5 . . .... 0 . 2 5 . 
0 . 1 0 0 , 0 7 
VAR 
KP 
0 . 0 
1 5 7 . 6 
0 
P'i 
6 9 6 . 4 
6 , S 
4 1 . 8 5 
0 , 5 5 
2 9 . 5 9 
, MNO« 0 . 3 9 
\ _ MfiO ._ 0 . 4 6 . . . . C . 3 2 - . . KS. . o .o HM 9 5 , 0 7 . 5 B 5 . 3 6 
•' CAO 1 . 0 2 0 , 7 2 "iE 2 2 1 . 9 CC 0 . 0 O . o n 0 , 0 0 
.NA 2 0 . . . - ... 2 . 2 9 i i 6 2 NS 0 . 0 ••'CS 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 O.CO 
V K20 2 , 4 7 1 , 7 5 CAL 5 4 . 4 S I P 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
' .. .-. H2Qt.. . . . . . . 5 . 7 7 . .. 4 , 0 8 CS 0 . 0 o.o 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
H 2 0 - « 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 SP 3 3 . 9 .'•SX 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
-. . 1102. 
P205 
Û .55 Q . 3 9 ._ 




1 4 . 5 
KSX 
'S 
0 . 0 
3 6 7 . 3 
" . 0 0 
2 0 , 9 3 
0 . 0 0 
,t 1 4 . 7 9 
\ BAO*. . 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 FA 0 . 0 A 8 3 6 9 . 9 l " . 3 R 1 3 . 7 0,-
SRO« 0 , 0 0 o , ,i o FS 1 4 2 . 5 AR o.o 0 , 00 0 . 0 0 
'110» 
. . 0 . 0 0 _ . . - 0 , 0 0 Z •-'.0 •<-y: 0 . 0 r>. °0 O.OO 
CR203« 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 c 1 1 3 . 5 TKEI: 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 (J 
ZR02« . . . 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 
0 
C02 
9 6 2 , 7 
0 . 0 
; F T 
Ft: A M 
0 , 0 
0 . 0 
O.OO 
o.oo 
ù . i i o 
C02 O.OO 
s« ... . Q , i ' ° . . . . . 0 , 0 0 . H 20 + 3 2 0 . 2 0 , 0 o . o o 0 . 0 0 
1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 K2C- '• . 0 Z'7 7 2 . f i •1.12 2 . " 1 
0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 ü .O AT o , 0 a , oo o . O o 
o.oo o.oo o.o FE AT » . 0 o . o o 0 , 0 0 
0,0.0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 •'T. OT 4 5 , 2 2 . 4 9 J , 7 6 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 <\o or 1 0 . 3 1 . 7 2 n.f<6 
_ 0 . 0 0 . 0 , 0 0 o.o KAOL, 3 4 , 9 2 . 2 5 1 . 5 9 
u . o n 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 CC2 0 . " 0 . 0 0 o.oo 
O.QO O.oo 0 . 0 «20 + 2 2 ° . 5 4 , 1 3 2 . 9 2 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 • a • : • ;< '} - o.o 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 







hqJb.eJ. _il__.ap pün.d.i x . 
~" K Ä G Q M B 0 ~ 1 S ~ 3 6 2 NO^-CLAÏ FRACTIUN'T EPI t»OPM 
10LAP.J?rLATlCLUS..QF..THE .SES.QUiaxlDt.S_.. ... 
SI02/CAL203 + FF.203) SI02 /AL203 
5.294 6.835 
EXCLl'DEn FROH ;'!EQ TOTALS 
ASTERISK» HOT ÜSED IM NORM CALCULATION 
III THIS FRACTION: 
CO?» H20* AMD H20-





COHPa-.._ _Ml -PEP.C OF.: BASIS 










. .H20t _.. 
H20-« 










6 5 . 7 3 
1 6 . 3 2 . . 
7 , 4 4 
_.. C l 7 . 
0 . 1 0 
. 0 . 4 9 
0 , 6 7 
1 .80 
2 . 0 8 
..Ó...77. . . . . 
0 . 0 0 
.._ 0 . 6 3. _ 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
. . O.OC. .. 
0 . 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
._ Û.Q.O.. ... 
0 , 0 0 
0 , ' j " 
0 . 0 0 
. 0 . 0 0 . 
0,00 
... 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
1 0 2 . 2 2 
o.oo 
0 . 0 0 
O,OU 
o.oo . 
0 . 0 0 
0 ,0 ' j 
O,00 
O.Ou. 
0 , 0 0 
. 0 . 0 0 .. 
0 , 0 0 
O.ÜO . 
0 . 0 0 
O.Oü .. 
0 , 0 0 
O.ÜO. 
0 , 0 0 
o.oc 
O , u o 




0 . 0 0 
û . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
O,Ou 
o .ou 
0 . 0 0 


















K 2 C 
TOTAL 
- MfcQ. NP. 
7 . 9 




1 3 2 . 5 
f'.O 
1 7 4 . J 
0 . 0 
3 4 . 6 
. O.o 
3 6 . 5 
0 . 0 . 
7 . 1 
" . 0 
1 3 9 . -j 
e . o 
1 6 5 . 3 
9 4 5 . 1 
' . 0 
3 7 5 . 3 
0 . 0 






o . ) 
O.O 
1 6 4 4 . 1 
NORM . KEQ, LR ... WT.PEKCOFl ... 
FRACTION FINE EARTH 
CV 0,7 0,04 0,04 
STP . . 0,0 O.OÜ 0.00 
o.o o.oo 0,00 
Q 67Z.2 40,4 o 40,40 
RU 7,9 0,63 0,63 
HM . 93,2 7,44 7.44 
CC 0.0 0,00 0.00 
*GS o.o 0,00 0.00 
SIC 0.0 0,0') 0.00 
..0.0. . .0.00 0,00 
NSX 0.Û 0,00 o.oo 
KSX . . . O.C . 0,00 .. 0.00 
MS 309.1 17,59 17,59 
AD 290. » 15,22 1Î-.22 
TR 0.0 0,00 0,00 
XO;J 0.0 . .0,00 , O.QO 
TRFV 0.0 0,00 0.00 
A NT 0.0 0.00 0.00 
FE Af-'T 0.0 'i.OO 0,00 
0.0 0.00 0.00 
ZO 46,1 2.62 2."2 
AT . U.U.. 0,00 _. 0,00 
FE AT o.o 0,00 0.0 0 
••K, CT 48,6 2.68 2.6« 
OT' 9.5 0.60 0.60 
KAHL 166.5 10,74. 10,74 
cri2 0.0 0,00 O.oc 
*2') + 231,0 4.16. . 4.16. 
H2P- o.O 0,00 0.00 




• - — i 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MACOHBO 1S 364 ÎION-CLAY FRACTION EPI NORM 
_MULAJL. RELATIONS OF THE SESOlUOXirES 
SI02/CAL203 + FF2Ü3) S102/AL2U3 SIC2/FE2n3 
?.490_ 7.in 24.H73 
5.138 6,753 22,395 
.L'XCIUOSD Fpn:-! XF.Q TOTALS 
ASTFHISK* l-HT L'SED I!' Nf.'IV-' CALCIII.ATIOM 
i-'EGATIVE CO'-TENTS. THESE HAVE 5EEN ET TC ZEFO AFTFH, 
. IN THIS FHACT10ii:_ 
IK TOTAL SOIL: 
_.CQ2i HJD* AMP 1120-






























. WT PtPC ü?'l  



















































































































•<ORK MEG. NR WT PERC OF: 































rp o.o 0.00 
STF 0.0 O.OP 
0.0 0,00 
0 6tiü,3 40, ?B 
PU 7,3 0,58 
!'.l .92.3 7.37 
CC 0,0 0,00 
MGS 0,0 0.00 
SID 0 ,0 0,00 
O.n 0,0 0 
"'SX 0,0 0,00 
KSX 0.0 0.00 
i'S 349,1 19.P6 
AB 323,9 16.97 
CR 0,0 0.00 
XON o.o o.oo 
TRE>' 0.11 0,00 
ANT .0,0 . O.Oü 
FE AMT 0,0 0.00 
o.o . 0,00 
ZO 36.7 2.08 
AT o,o 0,00 
FE AT 0.0 o.oo 
HC OT 29.3 . 1.62 
HT 14.8 0,94 
KAOL 124,6 8,04 
rn2 0.0 0,00 
W20 + 228.3 4,11 
H20- 0,0 0,00 
















MAGOMBO 3S 366 CLAY FRACTION» COETHITE NORM 
CLAY FRACTION 62.1 PER CEN'T OF FINE EARTH 
J.OLAR _RELA.T1Q.NS OF_ THE SESQOIOXIDES _ 
SIn2/(AL203+FC203) S.P2/AL203 
TN THIS FRACTION» _ 1,655 2.358 
CÖ2. H2Ö* AND H20- EXCLUDED FPOH .:FQ TOTALS -
_DXIPI.5_MARKED__W.IT.H_ASTFR.ISK* i._0.T .»SEE IN .'QRM. CALCULATTO'. 
COMPO- _ HI fERC_UF._ BASIS .VEO,_NR i;OP.' 
SITIflN FRACTION FINE EARTH 
81(12 36, ül 22.36 RU 19.6 CP 
-AL2PJ __..25.,92_ 1 6 . 1 0 . . . CT ._ .0.6 . 3TR 
FE203 17,22 10,69 STR 12.8 v,\P 
.FEP .OJ.OQ . _ .0,00... VAR . . O.o o 
»NO» 0,53 C.33 KP 47,<! RU 
_MGQ. 0.32 0.20 .... KS 0.0 OOET 
CAO 0,02 0,01 NF '3.6 CC 
__A2iî Q.14 Q.09 "_._. US. . _ _ O.'i . .. . !'GS 
K20 0,75 0,47 CAL 0.0 GIB 
_tt2Q__-. 1 3-J6 8.54 ... CS._ 
. H2P*« 0,00 0,00 SP 2 3,p f.'AOH 
TI02 1.5.7 ^_.U,07 FC : _. P.O . KOH 
P205 0.47 0.29 HZ 0,0 TC  
BAD» 0.4)0. ._. Ü..0Q. FA.. . ••'. 0 I^'i 
f 
9 
SRO» 0.00 0,00 FS 313.9 AB 
.NIO« 0,00 .__ 0,00 . 1 O.o HF. 
CP203» 0,00 O.Ol) C 417.] r.IPP. 
ZP02»_ . 0,00 0,00 0 474,2 KA'>L 
C02 0.00 O.Ou CC2 O.o "S_ItL 
.5« 0.00 0,00 . . IJ2J*._ 7Ç1.0 . •••;• 1 
0,00 0,00 H2C- 0.0 FF/'H 1 
_ . . 0,00 . .0,00 . 0.0 MN 
o.oo n.oo o.o *c.v-'-i 2 
_ . 0,00 0., 0.0. 0,0 SAP 
0.00 0,00 0,0 FF. SA.' 
. 0*Q0. ___ „0,0.0 
0,00 O,0(j 0,fl CP? 
0,00 _0,00 °,0 M2'. 
O.oo O.oo 0.0 H_n. 
"TOTAL 96.71" " 60.06 TDTAL ' 13 7 6.4 TOTAL 





































SI.>2/FE2n3 AL20 3'Ff.203 
5.55« . . 2,357 
<EQ, ::R k'.Fa. *:R W T P E P C OF: 
FRACTION FINE EARTH WLN-CLAÏ 
0.6 O.ft 0.04 0,02 0.06 
12.e 12.P 1.19 . . 0.74. ._.1.'.5._. _-
0,0 0.0 y.oo 0.00 0.00 
60,3 12,2 2.53 . 1.57 4.15 
19,6 19.6 1.57 0,97 2.57 
209.3 209,3 IB. 58 11.54 30,45 
0,0 0,0 0.00 0,00 0,00 
0.0 
'.'. 0 0.00 .0,00 ... _.0,00.._ 
0.0 0.0 0,00 0.00 0,0 0 
0.0 o.o 0.00. 0,00 0,00 . .. . 
4.5 0.0 o.oo 0 . U 0 0,0-1 
0.0 0,0 0.00 . C . 0 'J __ 0,00 . . _ 
IS.5 0 .0 0,00 o.ou 0.00 
0.0 0 . Li 0.00 .. 0.00 .. 0.00 . . 
0,0 22. 6 i .IB 0,74 1,94 
0.0 0,0 0,00 (i.oc O.OQ 
n
.o O.O C, 0 0 0.0 0 0.00 
°21.3 ri b '1,7 55.7 7 34,^3 9! ,)» 
11! .5 1 1 1 . 5 h . J-» 3,04 10,39 
. 0,0 95.3 5,64 .. 3.50 _ . 9.24. 
0.0 0.0 0.00 0,00 O.CO 
0.0 0,0 0,0 n 0,0 0 0.00 
0,0 ii. n 0 . ù 0 0.00 0,00 
o.o 'i_ n .0,0" .. o.oc .. 0,00 
o.o u , 0 0 . 0 I'-' o.iio 0.00 
o.O 0,0 0,00 . O.pO 0,00. 
0,0 0 , 0 0,00 o.OO 0,00 
1fc2,3 1*2,3 3.25 2.0 4 S,3P 
0,0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.00 
137*:. -J 137«,4 96.13 5 9 , 1 'J 157,52 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































l abk__a a|LpAv*ç|jjc. 
MAGOMBO 3S 368 CLAV FPACTION» GOETHITE NC'Rf' 
CLAV FPACflÖN 66,"i~PER CEf'T OF FI^F: EAPTH 
MOLAH_RElATlOMS..OF THE SE5QUIQXIDES . . 
SI02/CAL203+FF.203) SIP2/AL.203 
_IH_THI3 FRACTION» _ 1.676 . 2.247 
C02» H2G + Ar/D H20- EXCLUPEn FROH .VFO TOTALS 
JUCIOES. «AfiKED_ü.IIH.AaiFRI5Ri_JJOT. l'SED.If.. NCR,". CALCULATION 
i 
_COMPO- «T PERC OFJ BASIS.. . MEQ. I'R t'ORi! 
SITIOH FRACTION FINE EARTH 
SI02 36,98 25,18 RU t7.6 Cr 
-AL2Q3 27,91 4",02 CF O.a ... . STR 
FE203 14,90 10,15 3TP (0.1 V^o 
. FEQ ..... _. 0.07 0,05 - VAP. C.O Q 
HNO» u.37 0,25 KP 36.9 PI' 
_KGQ 0.27 . . C.L8 Kß . 0.0 (JOFT 
CAO 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 fiE 1 3 . 6 CC 
_NA20 0*14 Q . l ù . - . . . N S . . _ . . . 0 . 0 . MGS 
K20 0 . 5 8 0 , 3 9 CAL ö . o SIf> 
__H2G+. 1 3 . 7 2 . _ „ 9 . 3 4 . CS . O,O 
H20-» 0 . 0 0 O.OÜ SP 2 0 . 1 -'^v 
_ _ T I 0 2 1 . 4 2 _ . . . 0 . 9 7 . . . FC 0 . 0 KCF 
P205 0 . 3 6 0 , 2 5 HZ 2 . 9 TC  
BAD» 0..0.C. 0 . 0 0 - . . FA.. . . . 0 . 2 VIV 
SRO» 0 . 0 0 'J.00 FS 2 7 2 . 3 IS 
_ _ . J N I O » . ... _ __ 0 . 0 0 . . . . C.OO Z . . . . 0 . 0 ^F 
CR203« 0 . 0 0 '),0(j C 5 1 5 . 7 CIPR 
ZP02«. ._ .. 0.0.0. . 0 . 0 0 - O 507 .O • «CAdL 
C02 0 . 0 0 '.',00 CP2 O.C "£>_ILL 
S» 0-..0Q ü . 0 0 H20 + . . _ . 7 5 1 . 4 .«i-i 1 . 
0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 h2D- J.O f EM1- 1 
_._<UO0. . 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 ,•"! 2 
0 , 0 0 f i .00 «.O '("'"'• 7. 
. . . Ci.00 . . . 0 . 0 0 . . . '•'.(> s f - r 
0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 ' " .O rtc ÔAF 
_ . . . _ . Û.00 0 , 0 0 . . . . U.0 • 
0 , 0 0 o , 0 0 ' L ' , 0 Cl '2 
. 0 . 0 0 . 0 , 0 3 ... .. 0 . 0 H2C1 
0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 s '2 ' . ' ' -
~fOTAL.._~_, 9 6 , 7 4 65.98" TIITJL ' 3 9 7 , 3 TOTAL 
• Ê X C H A ^ Ë J V L E ~ C A T T O » s , " VT" P E F C OF 
-.aSS*ïfc ..MSKiSAfcfiteAè. SSX&taaiJ&ÊgïSf&î ;*¥M 
sio2/Fr.?r3 
6 , 5 9 6 
AL2C3/FF2T3 
2 , 9 3 6 
HLQ, NR ('Eu, 'IR AT PERC OF« 
FRACTION F 1 NE EARTH KO'.-C'AY 
0 . 0 
1 0 , 1 
0 , 0 
5 7 , 4 
17,e 
1 8 1 . 5 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 , 0 
O,,O 
4 . 5 
0 . 0 
1 5 . 6 
2 . 3 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
o. o 
1021 . 8 
66 . 2 
0 . 0 
O.o 
0 . 0 
o ,n 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
130 .1 
C.O 
1 3 9 7 . 3 
0 , 0 






0 . 0 
o.c 
o.o 
0 , 0 
O.ü 
0 . 0 
e . o 
7 2 . 6 
c.O 
• ' . ' ' 
0
 6 h . 8 
S 6 . 2 
8C.4 
U . 7 





u . '.i 
•'••. O 
u , u 
1 4 9 . h 
0 , 0 
1 3 9 7 . 3 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 9 5 
0 , 0 0 
1 .21 
1 . 4 2 
1 6 , 1 2 
0 , 0 0 
C.OÜ 
0 , 0 0 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
o , o o 
O.' iO 
0 . 0 0 
1 . 1 3 
0 . 0 0 
o . no 
6 2 . 3 6 
4 . 9 0 
4 , 7 6 
0 . 7 2 
U . 0 0 
O . C O 
O.oC' 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
« . t -9 
0 , 0 0 % 
^ 6 . 3 2 
0.00 0.0 0 
Û.65 2.02 
0.00 0,00 
0.8 3 2.59 
0,"7 3,03 
10.98 . 34.41 
0.00 f.00 
0 .00 . . C.OO 
0,00 o,op 
O.i'0 0.0 0 
o.oc 0.0 0 
O.OÜ 0.00 
o,on 0 . 0 0 
0,00 .. - Û . ü 0 
O.Pl 2.S3 
0,00. u.C'C 
o.oo 0.0 0 
42.46 133.12 
3.34 10.47 





O.OO 0.0 0 
0.0 0 .. . .0,00 
0.00 o, o r. 
1.83 5.75 
0,00 O.on 
6 5 . 5 9 2 0 5 . 6 3 
CLAY FRACTION Flr.f. F.HRTH 




_t CL b 1 «- 13 a f p *.*v.d f x 
KACPÎ'FO 3S 36P NCN-CLAY FPACTIOtJ» E n MOPP 
i <2> 
yclA.R.FELATlON,S..ÜF_ïhE SESOUIOXIPES . ... 
>Sin2/CAL?n3 + FE?03) SIC2/AL2U3 SI02/FE2rn 
. .. 4,67? . 7,212 13.265 
2,373 3.285 9.576 
EXCLUDED THOi! MEQ TOTM.'S 
OXICES lîAPKf." >ITH ASTERISK« NOT USER IN '•OF" CALCULATION 
EGATIVE Ca;.'TE"TS, THESE HAVE BEEN ET TO ZERO AFTER, 
.III. THIS FRACTION! .. 
IN TOTAL SOIL; 












C Q " P 0 - . ;;T PEP c OF: b A S I S . i'.ECi. 'IR 
S I T I O N FRACTION F INE EAMTM 
S I 0 2 " " 6 7 . 0 1 2 1 . 3 8 RU 1 6 . 6 
AL203 - 1 5 . 7 7 . . . 5 , 0 3 er - - 0 . 0 
FE203 1 3 . 4 3 •»,2 3 STP o'.o 
FE a . .. Û . 7 6 . - 0 . ? 4 VA P. . . 0 . 0 
M i ; n * 0 . 9 0 0 . 2 9 KP 2 0 4 . & 
UGO  — - O . G . L - . . - 0 . 0 0 - _ . . ES . , 0 . 0 
CAC C.Ù9 0 . 0 3 NE 1 0 3 . 5 
NAZÜ. _.. _ 1 .90 . - . 0 . 6 Û NS . ... 'J.O 
K2C 3 . 2 2 . 1 . 0 3 CAL 4 . 9 
H 2 0 t . . . . 5 . 7 6 . 1 . P 4 CS . . 0 . 0 
H 2 0 - » 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 SP 0 . 0 
T I Q 2 . . . . . W 3 3 - - 0 . 4 2 . F i l . 0 . 0 
P205 • 0 , 3 6 - 0 , 1 2 H 7 3 1 . 7 
BAO* O.C.O . . 0 . 0 0 FA c.o 
SPC» o.oc 0 , 0 ' * FS 2 5 2 . 2 
N IO« 0.00... 0 , 0 0 Li O . j 
C P 2 0 3 * 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 0 C 1 5 5 . 4 
ZR02«_ 
. -o.oa... . . . J . 00 . - . J i . ... . . . 5 0 1 . 8 
C02 o.uo 0 . 0 0 CC 2 O.O 
S* ... . O.Q.O. 0 , 0 0 H2Q* 3 1 ? . 6 
0 . 0 0 O.Oo H 2 0 - 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 . . 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 , 0 
... o,ao... . .a,co . - . 0 . 0 
o.oc ' . ' . 0 0 0 . 0 
. . 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 o.oc 0 . 0 
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Location of augerings and profile pits Magombo market area, Kenya. 
m 7fio m 
TTI MUlMiHi i j i. i „ j 
" soil phaso boundary main.track 
river (=2 village 
s-*^- stream s« school 
o- spring 41 swamp or marsh 
augering site + principal point of photograph «tol 
Surveyed and map prepared from august 1974 till January 1975 
by J.H.M. Scholten. 
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3t principal point of photograph 
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Traini ngprojG ct in Pedology , Kisii , Kenya 
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MA l Z E XÏM b 
PRESENT LAND SUITABILITY MAP of the MAGOMBO AREA 
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